
From: Ionin, Jonas (CPC)
To: Johnson, Christine (CPC); Richards, Dennis (CPC); Koppel, Joel (CPC); Moore, Kathrin (CPC); Melgar, Myrna

(CPC); Rich Hillis; Rodney Fong; Aaron Jon Hyland - HPC; Andrew Wolfram (andrew@tefarch.com); Diane
Matsuda; Ellen Johnck - HPC; Jonathan Pearlman; Karl  Hasz; Richard S. E. Johns

Cc: Gerber, Patricia (CPC); Son, Chanbory (CPC)
Subject: FW: *** PRESS RELEASE *** MAYOR LEE SIGNS HISTORIC LEGISLATION FOR MIXED-INCOME DEVLEOPMENT

IN SUNNYDALE AND POTRERO HILL
Date: Thursday, February 02, 2017 9:56:18 AM
Attachments: 2.1.17 Sunnydale and Potrero Entitlements.pdf

 
 
Jonas P. Ionin,
Director of Commission Affairs
 
Planning Department│City & County of San Francisco
1650 Mission Street,  Suite 400, San Francisco, CA 94103
Direct: 415-558-6309│Fax: 415-558-6409
 
jonas.ionin@sfgov.org
www.sfplanning.org
 
From: MayorsPressOffice (MYR) 
Sent: Wednesday, February 01, 2017 5:25 PM
Subject: *** PRESS RELEASE *** MAYOR LEE SIGNS HISTORIC LEGISLATION FOR MIXED-INCOME
DEVLEOPMENT IN SUNNYDALE AND POTRERO HILL
 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE:
Wednesday, February 1, 2017
Contact: Mayor’s Office of Communications, 415-554-6131

 
*** PRESS RELEASE ***

 
MAYOR LEE SIGNS HISTORIC LEGISLATION FOR MIXED-
INCOME DEVELOPMENT IN SUNNYDALE AND POTRERO

HILL
 
 
San Francisco, CA —Mayor Edwin M. Lee today signed historic legislation to authorize the
phased redevelopment of the Potrero Terrace and Annex and Sunnydale public housing sites,
both part of the City’s HOPE SF neighborhood transformation initiative.
 
Once completed, the re-envisioned Potrero Hill and Sunnydale communities will be mixed-
income, service-enriched communities, affordable to more than 3,000 low-income and
middle-class families, and developed according to the non-displacement principles of the
Mayor’s HOPE SF initiative.
 
“Today’s commitment to Sunnydale and Potrero Hill families shows that San Francisco is
delivering on our promise to ensure all of our residents, especially our low-income families,
share in the prosperity of our City,” said Mayor Lee. “After years of hard work by community
partners and leaders, particularly our residents, today we take a significant step in fulfilling
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE: 


Wednesday, February 1, 2017 


Contact: Mayor’s Office of Communications, 415-554-6131 


 


*** PRESS RELEASE *** 


 


MAYOR LEE SIGNS HISTORIC LEGISLATION FOR MIXED-INCOME 


DEVELOPMENT IN SUNNYDALE AND POTRERO HILL 


 
 


San Francisco, CA —Mayor Edwin M. Lee today signed historic legislation to authorize the phased 


redevelopment of the Potrero Terrace and Annex and Sunnydale public housing sites, both part of the City’s 


HOPE SF neighborhood transformation initiative.  


 


Once completed, the re-envisioned Potrero Hill and Sunnydale communities will be mixed-income, service-


enriched communities, affordable to more than 3,000 low-income and middle-class families, and developed 


according to the non-displacement principles of the Mayor’s HOPE SF initiative. 


 


“Today’s commitment to Sunnydale and Potrero Hill families shows that San Francisco is delivering on our 


promise to ensure all of our residents, especially our low-income families, share in the prosperity of our City,” 


said Mayor Lee. “After years of hard work by community partners and leaders, particularly our residents, today 


we take a significant step in fulfilling our City’s promise to low-income families in Sunnydale and Potrero Hill, 


and righting a historic wrong. I commend Supervisor Malia Cohen, Board President London Breed and our 


Board of Supervisors for unanimously approving the entitlements necessary for launching the historic rebuild of 


vibrant mixed-income communities without displacement of residents.” 


 


San Francisco’s HOPE SF initiative is the nation’s first large-scale public housing transformation and 


reparations effort aimed at disrupting intergenerational poverty, reducing social isolation, and creating vibrant 


mixed-income communities without mass displacement. Backed by significant local funding, including the 


2015 $310 million affordable housing bond, HOPE SF places residents first, ensuring that the households 


currently living in the community have the first chance to move into new housing as development progresses. 


 


“Today, we stand tall as a City, and put the entire nation on notice that we put our resources where our values 


are,” said Supervisor Malia Cohen. “This is an incredible and historic moment for our City. Rebuilding public 


housing is one of the most transformative initiatives we can move forward.” 


 


“Generations and generations of families have waited for this day, telling me: ‘it’s not going to happen,” said 


long-time Sunnydale resident community leader Ruth Jackson. “But today we have given our families hope 


where little existed, and life where there was constant strife. Our children and seniors will now have a safe place 


to believe and grow.”  


 


Potrero Hill construction begins this month and construction is expected to begin in Sunnydale later this year, 


including the development of new roadways, sidewalks, transit connections, and utilities in a regular street grid 







 


 


pattern that will reconnect the communities with their surrounding neighborhoods for the first time ever. In 


addition to Sunnydale and Potrero, HOPE SF includes the redevelopment of Alice Griffith and Hunters View 


communities in Bayview Hunters Point, each well under way. 


 


“It’s amazing to finally see change coming to Potrero Hill,” added recent San Francisco State graduate and 


Potrero Hill resident Terry Jones. “Growing up, I felt isolated and segregated from the rest of the city in terms 


of financial opportunities and prosperity. Now with the rebuild finally happening, we residents can finally feel 


and be a part of the changing San Francisco that was long overdue.” 


 


The development agreements signed today clear the way for these important projects to begin. The 


transformation of more than 80 acres of mixed-income housing will be developed over the next 15 years 


through a partnership between the City and County of San Francisco, the San Francisco Housing Authority, and 


the master developer for each site – Bridge Housing for Potrero and a partnership of Mercy Housing and 


Related California for Sunnydale. These innovative public-private partnerships build on extensive community 


leadership and philanthropic support, contribute extensive development expertise, provide on-site relocation 


services for existing residents, and leverage diverse public financing sources for the projects.  


 


“From our perspective, partnering with residents to transform Sunnydale is first and foremost an investment in 


people,” says Doug Shoemaker, President of Mercy Housing California. “Beyond just developing new homes, 


we see one of our principal roles as helping the City and residents of Sunnydale achieve fundamental 


aspirations—educate our children, keep our families safe, and share in the economic prosperity that surrounds 


Sunnydale.”    


 


“Sunnydale HOPE SF continues our longstanding commitment to mixed income housing and the creation of a 


true neighborhood, with services and amenities for all,” said Related California CEO William Witte. 


 


“The Potrero master plan reflects the vision that was developed through an extensive community engagement 


process,” said Cynthia A. Parker, BRIDGE Housing President and CEO. “We’re proud of our role in the 


collaborative efforts to not only transform the physical environment, but also improve social outcomes for 


residents and provide the foundation for a thriving, mixed-income neighborhood.” 


 


HOPE SF is a community-driven partnership with residents, and is being implemented by the Mayor’s Office of 


Housing and Community Development (MOHCD) leading the transformation of the City’s most distressed 


public housing communities. MOHCD anticipates financing more than $500 million to support the successful 


redevelopment of Sunnydale and Potrero Hill. 


 


Potrero Hill and Sunnydale will replace 1:1 each public housing unit, and add approximately another 1,000 


homes in each neighborhood for low-income and middle-class households. Each project will include more than 


3.5 acres of newly-constructed public open space, with amenities such as children play areas, plazas, and urban 


gardens. Additionally, both projects include significant new space for retail and supportive social services, as 


well as state-of-the-art community and recreation centers. The San Francisco Housing Authority is an anchor 


partner supporting the development and resident engagement processes. 


 


“This is no longer the ‘other side’ of Potrero Hill or the ‘swamps’ of Sunnydale. This is our community, our San 


Francisco. Today we move forward and stand united as residents, community leaders, developers, and city 


partners in repairing a historic wrong of public policy,” said Theo Miller, HOPE SF Director.  


 


 


### 







our City’s promise to low-income families in Sunnydale and Potrero Hill, and righting a
historic wrong. I commend Supervisor Malia Cohen, Board President London Breed and our
Board of Supervisors for unanimously approving the entitlements necessary for launching the
historic rebuild of vibrant mixed-income communities without displacement of residents.”
 
San Francisco’s HOPE SF initiative is the nation’s first large-scale public housing
transformation and reparations effort aimed at disrupting intergenerational poverty, reducing
social isolation, and creating vibrant mixed-income communities without mass displacement.
Backed by significant local funding, including the 2015 $310 million affordable housing
bond, HOPE SF places residents first, ensuring that the households currently living in the
community have the first chance to move into new housing as development progresses.
 
“Today, we stand tall as a City, and put the entire nation on notice that we put our resources
where our values are,” said Supervisor Malia Cohen. “This is an incredible and historic
moment for our City. Rebuilding public housing is one of the most transformative initiatives
we can move forward.”
 
“Generations and generations of families have waited for this day, telling me: ‘it’s not going
to happen,” said long-time Sunnydale resident community leader Ruth Jackson. “But today
we have given our families hope where little existed, and life where there was constant strife.
Our children and seniors will now have a safe place to believe and grow.”
 
Potrero Hill construction begins this month and construction is expected to begin in
Sunnydale later this year, including the development of new roadways, sidewalks, transit
connections, and utilities in a regular street grid pattern that will reconnect the communities
with their surrounding neighborhoods for the first time ever. In addition to Sunnydale and
Potrero, HOPE SF includes the redevelopment of Alice Griffith and Hunters View
communities in Bayview Hunters Point, each well under way.
 
“It’s amazing to finally see change coming to Potrero Hill,” added recent San Francisco State
graduate and Potrero Hill resident Terry Jones. “Growing up, I felt isolated and segregated
from the rest of the city in terms of financial opportunities and prosperity. Now with the
rebuild finally happening, we residents can finally feel and be a part of the changing San
Francisco that was long overdue.”
 
The development agreements signed today clear the way for these important projects to
begin. The transformation of more than 80 acres of mixed-income housing will be developed
over the next 15 years through a partnership between the City and County of San Francisco,
the San Francisco Housing Authority, and the master developer for each site – Bridge
Housing for Potrero and a partnership of Mercy Housing and Related California for
Sunnydale. These innovative public-private partnerships build on extensive community
leadership and philanthropic support, contribute extensive development expertise, provide on-
site relocation services for existing residents, and leverage diverse public financing sources
for the projects.
 
“From our perspective, partnering with residents to transform Sunnydale is first and foremost
an investment in people,” says Doug Shoemaker, President of Mercy Housing California.
“Beyond just developing new homes, we see one of our principal roles as helping the City
and residents of Sunnydale achieve fundamental aspirations—educate our children, keep our
families safe, and share in the economic prosperity that surrounds Sunnydale.”  



 
“Sunnydale HOPE SF continues our longstanding commitment to mixed income housing and
the creation of a true neighborhood, with services and amenities for all,” said Related
California CEO William Witte.
 
“The Potrero master plan reflects the vision that was developed through an extensive
community engagement process,” said Cynthia A. Parker, BRIDGE Housing President and
CEO. “We’re proud of our role in the collaborative efforts to not only transform the physical
environment, but also improve social outcomes for residents and provide the foundation for a
thriving, mixed-income neighborhood.”
 
HOPE SF is a community-driven partnership with residents, and is being implemented by the
Mayor’s Office of Housing and Community Development (MOHCD) leading the
transformation of the City’s most distressed public housing communities. MOHCD
anticipates financing more than $500 million to support the successful redevelopment of
Sunnydale and Potrero Hill.
 
Potrero Hill and Sunnydale will replace 1:1 each public housing unit, and add approximately
another 1,000 homes in each neighborhood for low-income and middle-class households.
Each project will include more than 3.5 acres of newly-constructed public open space, with
amenities such as children play areas, plazas, and urban gardens. Additionally, both projects
include significant new space for retail and supportive social services, as well as state-of-the-
art community and recreation centers. The San Francisco Housing Authority is an anchor
partner supporting the development and resident engagement processes.
 
“This is no longer the ‘other side’ of Potrero Hill or the ‘swamps’ of Sunnydale. This is our
community, our San Francisco. Today we move forward and stand united as residents,
community leaders, developers, and city partners in repairing a historic wrong of public
policy,” said Theo Miller, HOPE SF Director.
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From: Ionin, Jonas (CPC)
To: Johnson, Christine (CPC); Richards, Dennis (CPC); Koppel, Joel (CPC); Moore, Kathrin (CPC); Melgar, Myrna

(CPC); Rich Hillis; Rodney Fong; Aaron Jon Hyland - HPC; Andrew Wolfram (andrew@tefarch.com); Diane
Matsuda; Ellen Johnck - HPC; Jonathan Pearlman; Karl  Hasz; Richard S. E. Johns

Cc: Gerber, Patricia (CPC); Son, Chanbory (CPC)
Subject: FW: *** STATEMENT *** MAYOR LEE’S STATEMENT CELEBRATING BLACK HISTORY MONTH
Date: Thursday, February 02, 2017 9:47:51 AM
Attachments: 2.2.17 Black History Month.pdf

 
 
Jonas P. Ionin,
Director of Commission Affairs
 
Planning Department│City & County of San Francisco
1650 Mission Street,  Suite 400, San Francisco, CA 94103
Direct: 415-558-6309│Fax: 415-558-6409
 
jonas.ionin@sfgov.org
www.sfplanning.org
 
From: MayorsPressOffice (MYR) 
Sent: Thursday, February 02, 2017 6:01 AM
To: MayorsPressOffice (MYR)
Subject: *** STATEMENT *** MAYOR LEE’S STATEMENT CELEBRATING BLACK HISTORY MONTH
 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE:
Thursday, February 2, 2017
Contact: Mayor’s Office of Communications, 415-554-6131
 
 

*** STATEMENT ***
 

MAYOR LEE’S STATEMENT CELEBRATING BLACK
HISTORY MONTH

 
Mayor Edwin M. Lee today issued the following statement on the celebration of Black
History Month:
 
“This month we pause to celebrate Black History Month and honor all of those who have
contributed – both large and small – to the advancement of our country in the fight for
equality and justice for all people.
 
These contributions – from the leaders of the civil rights movement to the men and women
whose names we’ve never heard to those who are yet to come – have made our country better
and will make our future brighter.
 
Progress has been made, but we cannot rest, not now, not ever. There is more work to be
done to break down racial barriers, and give every citizen the chance to build the life they
deserve. We must push our nation to live up to the promise of the America we know it can
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE: 


Thursday, February 2, 2017 


Contact: Mayor’s Office of Communications, 415-554-6131 


 


 


*** STATEMENT *** 


 


MAYOR LEE’S STATEMENT CELEBRATING 


 BLACK HISTORY MONTH  
 


Mayor Edwin M. Lee today issued the following statement on the celebration of Black History Month:  


 


“This month we pause to celebrate Black History Month and honor all of those who have contributed – both 


large and small – to the advancement of our country in the fight for equality and justice for all people.  


 


These contributions – from the leaders of the civil rights movement to the men and women whose names we’ve 


never heard to those who are yet to come – have made our country better and will make our future brighter.  


 


Progress has been made, but we cannot rest, not now, not ever. There is more work to be done to break down 


racial barriers, and give every citizen the chance to build the life they deserve. We must push our nation to live 


up to the promise of the America we know it can be. 


 


A country of equality, fairness, justice, and respect for all people, with the access to good-paying jobs, 


affordable housing, quality health care, and world-class education. 


 


This is the America we want to be and the America we must continue to fight for.  


 


 


### 


 


 


 







be.

A country of equality, fairness, justice, and respect for all people, with the access to good-
paying jobs, affordable housing, quality health care, and world-class education.
 
This is the America we want to be and the America we must continue to fight for.
 

###
 



From: Ionin, Jonas (CPC)
To: Johnson, Christine (CPC); Richards, Dennis (CPC); Koppel, Joel (CPC); Moore, Kathrin (CPC); Melgar, Myrna

(CPC); Rich Hillis; Rodney Fong; Aaron Jon Hyland - HPC; Andrew Wolfram (andrew@tefarch.com); Diane
Matsuda; Ellen Johnck - HPC; Jonathan Pearlman; Karl  Hasz; Richard S. E. Johns

Cc: Son, Chanbory (CPC); Gerber, Patricia (CPC)
Subject: FW: Commission Update for Week of February 6, 2017
Date: Monday, February 06, 2017 10:03:33 AM
Attachments: Commission Weekly Update 2.6.17.doc

 
 
Jonas P. Ionin,
Director of Commission Affairs
 
Planning Department│City & County of San Francisco
1650 Mission Street,  Suite 400, San Francisco, CA 94103
Direct: 415-558-6309│Fax: 415-558-6409
 
jonas.ionin@sfgov.org
www.sfplanning.org
 
From: Tsang, Francis 
Sent: Monday, February 06, 2017 10:00 AM
To: Tsang, Francis
Subject: Commission Update for Week of February 6, 2017
 
Colleagues,
 
Please find a memo attached that outlines items before commissions and boards for this week. Let
me know if you have any questions or concerns. 
 
Thanks!
Francis

 
Francis Tsang
Deputy Chief of Staff
Office of Mayor Edwin M. Lee
415.554.6467 | francis.tsang@sfgov.org

Get Connected with Mayor Ed Lee 
www.sfmayor.org
Twitter @mayoredlee
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To: 

Mayor’s Senior Staff

From: 

Francis Tsang

Date: 

February 6, 2017

Re: 

Commission Update for the Week of February 6, 2017

This memorandum summarizes and highlights agenda items before commissions and boards for the week of February 6, 2017. 

Arts (Monday, February 6, 2PM)


Action Items


· Discussion and possible motion to approve proposed Fiscal Year 2017-2018 and 2018-2019 Arts Commission budget.

· Motion to authorize the Director of Cultural Affairs to increase Magna Chrome’s contract from $418,945 to $562,701 (an increase of $143,756) for the fabrication of 65 additional artwork reproductions for Zuckerberg San Francisco General Hospital and Trauma Center.

· Motion to approve the updated list of artworks for purchase and display inside the new Office of the Chief Medical Examiner:


· Sure Blue, Oil on wood panel, 44 in. by 51 in., by Suzy Barnard


· Preferring the poetic, Acrylic, 50 in. by 40 in., by Elaine Coombs


· Rodeo Beach Sunny, Oil on paper, 20 in. by 30 in., by Stanley Goldstein


· Rise-Fall, Acrylic on canvas, 48 in. by 48 in., by Beryl Landau


· Twin Palms, Acrylic on canvas, 24 in. by 24 in., by Beryl Landau


· Mt. Diablo from San Bruno Mountain, Acrylic on canvas, 24 in. by 24 in., by Beryl Landau


· Walking Along, Acrylic on canvas, 24 in. by 24 in., by Beryl Landau


· Gateway, Acrylic on canvas over panel, 36 in. by 24 in., by Alan Mazzetti


· Higher Heights, Acrylic, 48 in. by 44 in., by Alan Mazzetti


· Dune Trail, Photography, 24 in. by 36 in., by Wendell Shin


· Man and His Best Friend, Photography, 20 in. by 30 in., by Wendell Shin


· Dumbarton Bridge – 3, Photography, 32 in. by 40 in., by Donna J. Wan


· Motion to approve the text as revised for the identification plaque for the “Comfort Women” Memorial, entitled Women’s Column of Strength, designed by Steven Whyte. The memorial is an intended gift to the City from the “Comfort Women” Justice Coalition to be installed in St. Mary’s Square Extension.


· Motion to approve a temporary sculpture installation, titled Tide/Untied, by artists MoreLab. The sculpture will be comprised of COR-TEN steel rail which will stand at 15-1/2 ft. by 13-1/2 ft. by 34 ft. and will be on exhibit at the entrance of Fort Mason Center for a duration of seven years, commencing July 2017 through July 2024. The artwork is commissioned by Fort Mason Art and Culture Center and will not become part of the Civic Art Collection.


· Motion to approve the final poster designs for Deborah Aschheim’s Art on Market Street Kiosk Poster Series, The Zeitgeist, on view February 13–May 12, 2017.


· Motion to approve the public art project outline for Willie Woo Woo Wong Playground.


· Motion to approve the following artworks for reproduction and installation at the Zuckerberg San Francisco General Hospital and Trauma Center as recommended by the Selection Panel:


· Lennell Allen: Ocean Beach at Noriega #285; Ocean Beach at Pacheco #165


· Radcliff Bailey: Between Two Worlds


· Jennifer Bain: Paradise


· Louisiana Bendolph: Triangles (After Annie E. Pettway)


· Mary Lee Bendolph: Get Ready


· Chris Brown: Corner


· Lynette Cook: Chinatown-Donaldina Cameron Alley; Out to Dry; Rigging the Line; Study of Stripes


· Elaine Coombs: Daybreak 3; For What Comes Next


· Binh Danh: El Capitan, Yosemite, CA May 22, 2012; Yosemite Falls, March 8, 2012


· Peter de Lory: Couple Yosemite Falls 1990s


· Sara Ferguson: Angel Island, CA


· Frances Freyberg Blackburn: Big Basin; Iris River, Japan


· Annie Galvin: 7 Hills


· Stanley Goldstein: Field and Fence; Marin Field; Panhandle Park


· Phillip Hua: Don’t Forget Your Bonds; Magnolia (with Tiffany)


· Diane Jacobs: Moon Cloud Hillside; Mt. Hood and Summer Sun


· Hiroyo Kaneko: Bathing #50, Bathing #2


· Lisa Levine: 28 Days of Water; Vertical Waters


· Joann Lindelof: Waiting for a Ride


· Hung Liu: Luzao (Stove)


· Cybele Lyle: Blue Crush; Blue Grain


· Paul Madonna: AOC555; AOC599


· Vanessa Marsh: Landscape #1; Landscape #8; Landscape #21; Landscape #22


· Nikki McClure: To Market To Market


· Robert Minervini: As the Wick Burns (Still Life with California Endangered Species); United by Fate (Still Life with California Endangered Species)


· Naoki Onodera: Ocean Beach; Pool Party; Ukiah


· Kelly Ording: Arronax; Ovid


· Maria Park: CN2_5


· Eric Rewitzer: 10am; Good Morning Sunset; Mavericks


· Lance Rivers: Bridge


· Regina Stadnik: Deviled Eggs, Making Mushroom Soup


· Miriam Stahl: Odetta; Tool Lending Library; Untitled


· Jason Tannen: Two Shirts


· June Yokell: Another Day; Bolinas Bay; Pink Marsh; Walking on My Own


· Motion to pay artists an honorarium of $1,500 per image in return for license to the City to make limited edition reproductions and up to $400 for scanning costs. Their artworks will be on display in public waiting rooms and corridors at the Zuckerberg San Francisco General Hospital and Trauma Center.

· Motion to approve the selected artist Marc Fornes/THEVERYMANY and proposal for the SFO Consolidated Administrative Campus—Phase 1 Building Public Art Project, pending approval of the Airport Commission.


· Motion to authorize the Director of Cultural Affairs to enter into contract with artist Marc Fornes/THEVERYMANY for an amount not to exceed $400,000 for design, fabrication, transportation and installation consultation of an artwork for the SFO Consolidated Administrative Campus—Phase 1 Building, pending approval of the Airport Commission.


· Motion to approve project outline for the 1500 Mission Street Office Building. 


· Motion to approve Construction Document Phase deliverables by Leo Villareal for an artwork for the Moscone Expansion Project.


· Motion to approve Phase 3 of the San Francisco Central Shops Replacement Facilities (Selby-Galvez Site). 


· Motion to approve Phase 1 of the SFO Airport Hotel Project contingent upon 1) studying suitable green roof plans; 2) investigating signage options, including reducing the size and incorporating airport signage materials; 3) further developing the entry canopy structure design; 4) finding design alternatives for the tower fins; 5) studying alternatives to the quercus agrifolia tree species; and 6) studying alternatives for landscape design where grid of trees was proposed.


· Motion to approve Phase 2 of the Westside Pump Station Reliability Improvements Project contingent upon 1) the relocation of the louver on the Great Highway façade and 2) further discussion of the location for public art.


Civil Service (Monday, February 6, 2PM)

Action Items


· Department’s Fiscal Years 2017-18 and 2018- 19 Budget Preparation Schedule.

· Review of Request for Approval of Proposed Personal Services Contracts:


· Airport - $20,000,000 - The Airport Commission (Airport) is seeking  professional services for the building and airport systems activation and commissioning services of unique projects (including the AirTrain extension and launch of the Airport Hotel) under the major Capital Improvement Plan (CIP) at the San Francisco International Airport (SFO).


· Board of Supervisors - $390,000 - The Office of the Clerk of the Board’s (COB) seeks a vendor to enhance or replace an aging and costly LMS with a solution to effectively address mandated requirements, streamline legislative workflow, and meet stakeholder expectations.  The COB will adopt a legislative system that will streamline the process of 1) drafting, submitting, and accessing status of legislation, 2) developing and managing public meeting agenda, and 3) ensuring the integrity and retention of legislative records.  The LMS would not only support the core business of the Board of Supervisors, but all City Departments and agencies that submit and recommend legislation and/or amendments.

· Municipal Transportation Agency - $500,000 - The vendor will provide both remote and in-person maintenance of the automated bicycle counter equipment and proprietary software system that is currently placed in approximately 75 locations throughout the City.  The bicycle counters not only require as-needed software and equipment maintenance, but occasional battery replacement, and infrequent parts replacements, in order to continue functioning.  The vendor is required to provide automatic data transmission of the system-wide data collected by the bicycle counting equipment.  The vendor will provide physical inspections of the ZELT Eco-Counter equipment semi-annually.


· Public Health - $1,000,000 - The selected contractor(s) will develop and provide marketing, branding, internal and external communication plans, and media development services for the Department of Public Health.  These services are essential for the Department to introduce, deliver services, and new initiatives to both internal and external audiences.


· Public Health - $500,000 - The contractor will perform as-needed laboratory services for urinalysis testing for the San Francisco Department of Public Health Psychiatry Division’s Office-Based Opioid Treatment (OBOT) Section, to include the Standard Test Panel certified by the State of California Health and Human Services Agency, Department of Health Services.  Toxicology tests will include screening urine samples for the following toxins:  Phenobarbital, Secobarbital, Pentobarbital, Butarbital, Morphine, Codeine, Hydrocodone, Hydromorphine, 6-Acetylmorphine, Amphetamine, Methamphetamine, Methadone, Methadone Metabolite, Cocaine and Benzodiazepine.


· General Services Agency – Public Works - $4,000,000 - Provide special construction and building materials inspection and testing services for the City’s building, construction and renovation projects on an as-needed basis.  The testing agencies will utilize certified staff to perform reinforced concrete, high strength bolting, structural steel welding, masonry, shotcrete, and spray-applied fireproofing inspection and testing services.


· General Services Agency – City Administrator - $3,000,000 - Post-construction building monitoring services for building commissioning, optimization and energy efficiency.  Vendor will identify the inter of the building designers for the operation of each of the building systems such as cooling, heating, ventilation systems and identifying issues that are preventing the system to operate efficiently and optimally.  Building commissioning can prevent “building drift” which is when building fans, pumps, valves, boilers and chillers and the computer systems that controls the operation of them need to be tuned and recalibrated to return them to optimal operation.  Vendor will provide services to multiple City buildings including City Hall, One South Van Ness, 1650 Mission, 1660 Mission, 24 Van Ness, 30 Van Ness, and the Hall of Justice.  Each building will be checked every 3-4 years.


· General Services Agency – Public Works - $4,000,000 - San Francisco Public Works (Public Works) is seeking a qualified team of consultants to be the City’s representatives in leading and coordinating the material testing and special inspection services related  to the Public Health and Public Safety projects under the 2016 Public Health and Safety Bond Program (2016 PHS).  The Materials Testing and Special Inspection (MTSI) Team will be responsible for the monitoring of the materials and workmanship of all work that is critical to the integrity of the building structure to ensure compliance with the approved plans and specifications.  

· General Services Agency – Public Works - $10,000,000 - San Francisco Public Works (Public Works) is seeking qualified consultants to provide construction management support services (CMSS) for an array of projects under the 2016 Public Health and Safety Bond Program (2016 PHS).  Civil service classifications will be utilized where applicable and when resources are available.  The CMSS consulting services will be used to augment City staff on an as-needed basis and when the City does not have adequate resources to address the specialized expertise and temporary peak workloads during the pre-construction, construction and post construction phases of the projects.  CMSS consulting services include, but are not limited to, Contractor Procurement, Construction Administration/Document Control, Project Scheduling/Schedule Control, Budgeting/Cost Estimating/Cost Control, Constructability Review, Quality Assurance and Construction Inspection, and Risk Management, where Project Scheduling/Schedule Control, Budgeting/Cost Estimating/Cost Control, and Constructability Review are the areas requiring the primary support from the CMSS consultants.


· Airport - $40,000,000 to $50,000,000 - The Program Management Support Services Consultant (Consultant) will provide overall management expertise and oversight of the Capital Improvement Project (CIP) at the San Francisco International Airport (Airport).  The scope of work will include project scoping and programming, design and construction management services, projects controls for overall CIP, contract administration, cost estimating services, field inspection, document control, and other services in support of the CIP.


· Municipal Transportation Agency - $1,837,000 to $3,500,000 - The consultant will implement Digitization, Archiving, and Digital Documents Management System (DDMS) software for the San Francisco Municipal Transportation Agency (SFMTA).  This project has four phases:  Phase 1) The SFMTA, with contractor assistance, will determine naming conventions, filing protocol and security access levels for system use prior to installation;  Phase 2) SFMTA will designate a unit to test DDMS functionality using criteria established in Phase 1; contractor will provide system access and operation training for designated SFMTA management and administrative staff within the test unit; Phase 3) Phases 1 and 2 will be expanded to a division within the SFMTA;  Phase 4) Phases 1 and 2 will be expanded to the entire agency, resulting in a centralized electronic library of agency documents and information that can be accessed by existing agency staff as needed.  In addition, the contractor will, in accordance with the agency’s document retention program, convert, shred or store the document backlog to the DDMS.  The SFMTA estimates there are currently more than eight (8) million documents to be added to the DDMS.


· Municipal Transportation Agency - $674,000 to $950,000 - The contractor will plan, coordinate, and conduct an in-person survey of the San Francisco Municipal Transportation Agency’s (SFMTA) transit riders to collect data on their demographics and transportation practices.  The consultant will collect statistically-significant data about customer travel patterns, income levels, ethnic background, language proficiency and fare media usage both on a temporal and geographical basis.  


· Public Health - $50,000,000 to $91,397,887 - In July 2006, the San Francisco Board of Supervisors adopted the Health Care Security Ordinance, which charged DPH with the responsibility for developing a new health access program called Healthy San Francisco. DPH selected the San Francisco Health Plan (SFHP) as third party vendor. SFHP, operated by the San Francisco Community Health Authority, is a governmental entity created by the City in 1994 solely to serve as a health maintenance organization to increase access to health care for low and moderate income San Franciscans.  As the third party vendor for HSF, SFHP:  (1) assists in eligibility and enrollment functions, (2) manages participant fee billing and collection, (3) receives utilization data and develops utilization reports.

· Status Grant Request for Former Office of Community Investment and Infrastructure’s PCS Employees in “O” Classifications to Non “O” Classifications. 

· Salary Setting for Elected Officials (Mayor, City Attorney, District Attorney, Public Defender, Assessor-Recorder, Treasurer, and Sheriff) of the City and County of San Francisco for a Five (5) Year Cycle, Effective July 1, 2017 Through June 30, 2022.

· Update to the City’s Policy on Family and Romantic Relationships at Work. 

· Personnel Exception - Appeal by Ken Yee of the Administration of the H-50 Assistant Chief Examination. Recommendation: Adopt the report. Sustain the decision of the Human Resources Director.  Deny the appeal by Ken Yee. (Closed Session)

· Personnel Exception - Appeal by John E. Long of the Administration of the Human Resources Director’s Determination that there was Insufficient Evidence to Establish His Claim of Retaliation. Recommendation: Adopt the report. Sustain the decision of the Human Resources Director.  Deny the appeal by John E. Long. (Closed Session)

· Personnel Exception - Request for Hearing by Michael Yamaguchi on his Future Employment Restrictions with the City and County of San Francisco.  Recommendation: Adopt the report. Sustain the decision of the Human Resources Director.  Deny the appeal by Michael Yamaguchi. (Closed Session)


Youth (Monday, February 6, 515PM)


Discussion Only


· Presentation on Youth-Funded Youth-Led Projects


· Presentation on Close Up


· Presentation on the Appeal of Sharp Park Golf Course Redevelopment


Action Items


· [First Reading] Resolution 1617-AL-02 [Resolution Responding to Donald Trump’s Election]


· Budget and Policy Priority Reminders and Updates

Airport (Tuesday, February 7, 9AM)

Action Items


· Modification to Contract - Design-Build Services for Demolition of the Terminal 2 Air Traffic Control Tower Project Turner Construction Company - $20,585,038


· Award of Contract - Design Build Services for the Superbay Hangar Fire Suppression Replacement Project - The Weitz Company LLC - $9,327,321


· Award of Contract - Construction Services for the Superbay Hangar 6th Floor Asbestos Abatement Project - Schembri Construction Co., Inc. - $3,485,000


· Authorization to Issue a Request for Qualifications/Proposals for Contract, Design-Build Services for the Terminal 3 West Modernization Program Project


· Award of Contract - Construction Services for the Airfield Signage Upgrade Phase A Project - Vellutini Corporation dba Royal Electric Company - $3,322,222


· Authorization to Issue a Request for Proposals for Contract, Assessment of Solar Power Generation Potential at San Francisco International Airport - Ocular Glint and Glare Hazard Assessment of Candidate Solar Photovoltaic Panel Sites at SFO


· Authorization to Negotiate Contract, Management and Operation of Airport Public and Employee Parking Facilities New South Parking - California, GP


· Approval of the Sewer System Management Plan (SSMP) 

· Modification to Bond Trustee with The Bank of New York Mellon Trust Company, N.A., to Authorize $464,000 in Previously Approved Compensation, and Increase Funding by $190,000 

· Authorization to Issue a Request for Qualifications for Contract to Establish Pools of Consultants to Provide Airport Management and Financial Consulting Services


· Modification to Contract, Software Development Services, GCR, Inc, exercising the second of two one-year options to extend the contract term, with no increase in funding.


· Modification to Professional Services Contract, Program Support Services for the Consolidated Administration Campus Project, HKS Architects, Inc. extending the contract duration for an additional year of services with no change in contract amount.


· Resolution adopting the revisions to the Airport’s Worker Retention Policy and the corresponding amendments to the Airport’s Rules and Regulations.


CII (Tuesday, February 7, 6PM) - SPECIAL

Action Items


· Authorizing an Exclusive Negotiations Agreement, and a Predevelopment Loan Agreement in an amount not to exceed $3,500,000, with Candlestick Point 11a, a California limited partnership, for the development of approximately 153 affordable family rental housing units (including one manager’s unit) for low-income families and formerly homeless households at Candlestick Point South Block 11a, providing notice that this approval is within the scope of the Candlestick Point and Hunters Point Shipyard Phase 2 Disposition and Development Agreement (“DDA”)


· Endorsing the Legacy Foundation for Bayview Hunters Point’s Five-Year Strategic Plan programming $1,500,000 to Invest in the Bayview Hunters Point Community for Neighborhood Building, Education and Workforce, and Homeownership Down Payment Assistance; Hunters Point Shipyard and Bayview Hunters Point Redevelopment Project Areas

Entertainment (Tuesday, February 7, 530PM)

Discussion Only


· Report from Executive Director: Legislative/Policy Update: Update on addition of Hotel/Motels to Chapter 116; Report on 2016 Annual EC Summit 2/6/17; Staff and Office Update: Vacant Commission seat 5, Industry Representative; LGBTQ Cultural Heritage Work Group Update; Update on DBI Warehouse Working Group; Corrective Actions: Report on in-office meetings with SOMArts Gallery and Venue, 934 Brannan; The Grand Nightclub, 520 4th St; and, Holy Cow, 1535 Folsom St.


Action Items


· Hearing and Possible Action regarding applications for permits under the jurisdiction of the Entertainment Commission:

· EC-1391 – Inglin, Shae, Ferment.Drink.Repeat, 2636 San Bruno Avenue, Limited Live Performance Permit.


· EC-1392 – Harooni, Sohrab, RS94109, 835 Larkin Street, Limited Live Performance Permit.


· Presentation regarding draft ordinance amending the Police Code to revise permit requirements, procedures, and filing fees for outdoor amplified sound and sound truck permits issued by the Entertainment Commission and establish a permitting procedure for street performers using outdoor amplified sound equipment.  Discussion and possible action to make recommendation regarding draft ordinance. 

Health (Tuesday, February 7, 4PM)

Discussion Only


· FINANCE AND PLANNING COMMITTEE - THE COMMITTEE CHAIR WILL GIVE A BRIEF UPDATE ON MATTERS DISCUSSED AND/OR RECOMMENDATIONS MADE IN THIS COMMITTEE INCLUDING: FEBRUARY 2017 CONTRACTS REPORT, NEW CONTRACT REQUEST WITH PROFESSIONAL RESOURCES ENTERPRISES, NEW CONTRACT REQUEST WITH 120 N. WASHINGTON SQUARE, SUITE 705, NEW CONTRACT REQUEST WITH PUBLIC CONSULTING GROUP, NEW CONTRACT REQUEST WITHPSG 340B SOLUTIONS, AND NEW CONTRACT REQUEST WITH POWER PERSONNEL, INC.

· SFDPH FY17-19 BUDGET UPDATE - THE HEALTH COMMISSION WILL REVIEW THE PROPOSED SFDPH FY17-19 BUDGET. THE COMMISSION WILL VOTE ON THE BUDGET AT ITS FEBRUARY 21, 2017 MEETING.

· SFDPH NON-HOSPITAL EMPLOYEE RECOGNITION AWARDS - THE HEALTH COMMISSION RECOGNIZES INDIVIDUALS AND TEAMS FOR THEIR CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE SFDPH COMMUNITY.


Action Items


· FEBRUARY 2017 CONTRACTS REPORT


· REQUEST FOR APPROVAL OF A NEW CONTRACT WITH HEALTH MANAGEMENT ASSOCIATES IN THE AMOUNT OF $295,120 FOR REVENUE CYCLE CURRENT STATE PROCESS MAPPING IN SUPPORT OF THE NEW ELECTRONIC HEALTH RECORD PROJECT FOR THE PERIOD FEBRUARY 1, 2017, THROUGH JULY 31, 2017 (6 MONTHS).


· REQUEST FOR APPROVAL OF A NEW CONTRACT WITH PUBLIC CONSULTING GROUP (PCG) IN THE AMOUNT OF $299,880, FOR INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY CONSULTING SERVICES TO ASSIST IN PREPARING FOR THE NEW ELECTRONIC HEALTH RECORD PROJECT, FOR THE PERIOD OF FEBRUARY 1, 2017, THROUGH JANUARY 31, 2018 (1 YEAR).


· REQUEST FOR APPROVAL OF A NEW CONTRACT WITH PSG 340B SOLUTIONS IN THE AMOUNT OF $622,720, FOR 340B SPLIT BILLING SOFTWARE, FOR THE PERIOD OF FEBRUARY 1, 2017, THROUGH JANUARY 31, 2022 (5 YEARS).


· REQUEST FOR APPROVAL OF A NEW CONTRACT WITH POWER PERSONNEL, INC. IN THE AMOUNT OF $1,120,000 TO PROVIDE AS-NEEDED SUPPLEMENTAL TRAVELING NURSE PERSONNEL, BACK-FILL AND SURGE STAFFING FOR THE TERM OF MAY 1, 2017, THROUGH APRIL 30, 2020 (3 YEARS).


· REQUEST FOR APPROVAL OF A NEW CONTRACT IN THE AMOUNT OF $1,120,000 WITH PROFESSIONAL RESOURCE ENTERPRISES, INC. DBA UNI TO PROVIDE AS-NEEDED SUPPLEMENTAL TRAVELING NURSE PERSONNEL, BACK-FILL AND SURGE STAFFING FOR THE TERM OF MAY 1, 2017, THROUGH APRIL 30, 2020 (3 YEARS).


· RESOLUTION APPROVING THE SAN FRANCISCO DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC HEALTH’S 2017 STATE AND FEDERAL LEGISLATIVE PLANS


· FOR DISCUSSION AND RESOLUTION IN SUPPORT OF IMPLEMENTION OF THE CALIFORNIA END OF LIFE OPTION ACT IN THE SAN FRANCISCO NETWORK


· RESOLUTION AUTHORIZING THE DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC HEALTH TO RECOMMEND TO THE BOARD OF SUPERVISORS TO ACCEPT AND EXPEND RETROACTIVELY A GIFT OF $80,000.00 TO THE LAGUNA HONDA GIFT FUND FROM MOLLY FLEISCHNER


Municipal Transportation Agency (Tuesday, February 7, 9AM, War Memorial Building, Green Room) - SPECIAL

Discussion Only


· Presentation and discussion regarding the financial and legal responsibilities of the SFMTA.


· Presentation and discussion regarding updates on various Transit Division programs including Muni Forward, service plans and operational and capital projects.


· Presentation and discussion regarding updates on various SFMTA projects including planning projects and studies and major corridor and bus and rail expansion projects.

· Presentation and discussion regarding updates on various Sustainable Street programs including Vision Zero projects, Connect SF, the Shared Mobility Strategy and other key planning initiatives.


· Presentation and discussion regarding the process to design and develop the SFMTA’s next Strategic Plan. 

Action Items


· CONFERENCE WITH LABOR NEGOTIATOR (Closed Session)

Board of Appeals (Wednesday, February 8, 5PM)

Action Items


· REHEARING REQUEST - Subject property at 1590 Sacramento Street. Mitchell Kemp, appellant, is requesting a rehearing of Appeal No. 16-092, Kemp vs. SFPW-BSM, decided January 11, 2017. At that time, the Board voted 4-0-1 (President Honda absent) to uphold the permit on the basis that it was properly issued. Permit Holder: ExteNet Systems Inc. Project: construction of a personal wireless service facility. Permit No. 15WR-0168.


· JURISDICTION REQUEST - Subject property at 1139 Market Street. Joseph Thomas, requestor, is asking that the Board take jurisdiction over BPA No. 2016/09/02/6785, which was issued on September 16, 2016 by the Department of Building Inspection. The appeal period ended on October 01, 2016, and the jurisdiction request was filed at the Board office on January 06, 2017. Permit Holder: B.D. Thakor. Project: comply with Housing NOV No. 201623831, alteration of stairs to item No. 2; first floor and Plumbing Inspection Division NOV No. 201631521 for remodeling of bathrooms. Note: After public hearing on January 25, 2017, the Board voted 4-1 (Commissioner Lazarus dissented) to continue this matter to allow time for the permit holder to provide evidence that any required notice of the permit was given.

· APPEAL - RAINTREE 2051 3RD STREET LLC vs. SAN FRANCISCO PUBLIC WORKS BUREAU OF URBAN FORESTRY, Re: 2051 3rd Street. Appealing the DENIAL on August 05, 2016, of a Tree Removal Permit (denial of request to remove three street trees).


· APPEAL - PHIL RUPPANNER vs. ZONING ADMINISTRATOR (BONFORTE & LEUNG INVESTMENTS LLC, Subject Property Owner) Re: 295 Divisadero Street. Appealing the ISSUANCE on October 27, 2016, of a Letter of Determination regarding whether a “Business or Professional Service” as defined in Planning Code Sec. 790.108 is a permitted use in the existing ground floor commercial space of the subject building.


Fire (Wednesday, February 8, 9AM)

Discussion Only


· REPORT FROM CHIEF OF DEPARTMENT - Report on current issues, activities and events within the Department since the Fire Commission meeting of January 25, 2017, including budget, academies, special events, communications and outreach to other government agencies and the public.


· REPORT FROM OPERATIONS - Report on overall field operations, including greater alarm fires, Emergency Medical Services, Bureau of Fire Prevention & Investigation, and Airport Division and update on H-23 classification.


Action Items


· Discussion and possible action to adopt the Fire Department’s Operating Budget for Fiscal Years 2016-2017/2017-2018.

· Discussion and possible action regarding proposed Resolution 2017-01, that the San Francisco Fire Department require that all members, uniformed and civilian take the Biennial Harassment Prevention Training

Juvenile Probation (Wednesday, February 8, 530PM)

Action Items


· FY 2017-2018 and FY 2018-2019 Budget Presentation

· Election of Commission President and Vice President

Police (Wednesday, February 8, 5PM)

Discussion Only


· Chief’s Report:


· Report on recent Police Department activities, including major events, weekly crime trends, and announcements


· Presentation regarding the Safe Place Initiative


· DPA Director’s Report:

· Presentation of DPA’s Statistical Reports from January 2017, Summary of Cases Received in January 2017, Mediation of Complaints in January 2017, Discipline Proposed by the Chief of Police in January 2017 in Complaints Sustained by the OCC, and Comparative Statistical Reports from January 2016


Action Items


· Discussion and possible action to approve SFPD’s FY 2017-18 Budget


· Discussion and possible action regarding Civil Grand Jury Report – “Into the Open:  Opportunities for More Timely and transparent Investigations of Fatal SFPD Officer-Involved Shootings” June 2016 – Six-month progress report 


· CONFERENCE WITH LEGAL COUNSEL – Existing Litigation: San Francisco Police Officers Association v. San Francisco Police Commission et. al., Superior Court of California (Closed Session)

· PERSONNEL EXCEPTION:   Assignment of disciplinary charges filed in Case No. DPA 0056-16 to an individual Commissioner for the taking of evidence on a date to be determined by the Commissioner (Closed Session)


· PERSONNEL EXCEPTION:   Status and calendaring of pending disciplinary cases (Closed Session)

Retirement (Wednesday, February 8, 1PM)

Discussion Only

· Proxy Voting Report for Calendar Year 2016 

· Chief Investment Officer Report

· Update on Status of Initiatives in the 2011 SFERS Strategic Plan

· Executive Directors Report: 


· 2017 Retirement Board Election;


· May Investment Committee meeting date;


· Passing of Daniel Mattrocce, former SFERS General manager


Action Items


· Recommendations and Possible Action on Sales and Purchases of Particular, Specific Pension Fund Investments under California Government Code Section 54956.81 (3 investment recommendations). (Closed Session)


· Review and Approval of Proxy Voting Policies for Calendar Year 2017

· Review and Approval of Recommendation to Terminate Capital Group International Equity

· Review and Approval of a Two Percent (2%) Basic Cost Of Living Adjustment under Charter A8.526‐2 Effective July 1, 2017

· Determination and Approval of Continued Four Percent (4%) Credited Interest Rate for Fiscal Year 2017‐2018

· Review and Adoption of July 1, 2016 Actuarial Valuation Report

· Adoption of Employer Contribution Rates for Fiscal Year 2017‐2018

· Review and Approval of Department Budget for FY 2017‐2018

· Presentation and Approval of 2017 Strategic Plan

· Conference with Legal Counsel: City & County of San Francisco et al. v. Retirement Board of SFERS, et al., San Francisco Superior Court Case (Closed Session)

Health Services (Thursday, February 9, 1PM)

Discussion Only


· Review of City Plan’s 2016 claims experience

· Presentation on Copay Benchmarking

· Presentation on UnitedHealthcare’s audit


· Director’s Report:

· HSS Personnel


· Operations, Data Analytics, Finance/ Contracting, Communications, Well-Being/EAP


· Meetings with Key Departments


· Other additional updates

· HSS Financial Reporting as of December 31, 2016

· Presentation of 2016 Demographics

· Report on network and health plan issues (if any)


Action Items


· Initiation of black-out period for all HSS vendors for the duration of the 2018 rates and benefits process 


· Approve City Plan’s administrative fees for 2018 plan year 

· Review and approve City Plan’s rate stabilization reserve 


· Approval of Health Service System FY 2017-18 and FY 2018-19 General Fund Administration Budget 


· Approval of Health Service System FY 2017-18 and FY 2018-19 Budget for the Healthcare Sustainability Fund 


· Member appeal follow-up (Closed Session)


Human Rights (Thursday, February 9, 530PM) – DRAFT AGENDA

Discussion Only

· Update on HRC Advisory Committee Orientation 


· Directors Report:

· Report Back on February 6 and 7 Equity Summit


· Update on Community Response to Presidential Travel Ban


· Chairs Report:

· Update on US Presidential Executive Orders


Action Items


· Review of HRC Budget Proposal for FY 17-18 & FY 18-19

Planning Commission Hearing - Joint Health Commission (Thursday, February 9, 10AM)

Discussion Only


· CALIFORNIA PACIFIC MEDICAL CENTER (CPMC) ANNUAL COMPLIANCE STATEMENT - Joint Informational Hearing of the Planning and Health Commissions to review and comment on CPMC’s Annual Compliance Statement for 2015 and the City’s Report on CPMC’s Compliance Statement.


Planning (Thursday, February 9, 12PM)

Action Items – Consideration of Items Proposed for Continuance


· 214 STATES STREET - north side of States Street between Levant and Castro Streets (District 8) - Request for Discretionary Review of Building Permit Application, proposing the addition of a ground floor garage and front entrance, a 1-story horizontal rear alteration of the 2nd floor, three new roof dormers and the enclosing of two existing front decks to create bay windows. (Proposed for Continuance to February 23, 2017)

Action Items


· 964 - 966 OAK STREET - north side of Oak Street between Scott and Pierce Streets (District 5) - Request for Conditional Use Authorization, to legalize the conversion of a two-unit residential building to Group Housing. The project proposes 10 beds in seven bedrooms and does not propose any new construction or physical expansion of existing facilities. Preliminary Recommendation:  Approve with Conditions

· 3608 TARAVAL STREET - at 46th Avenue (District 4) - Request for Conditional Use Authorization, to allow extended of hours operation to 2:00AM for the established bar (d.b.a. White Cap LLC), which went through a change of use through building permit application. The bar is located on the ground floor of the two story building. Preliminary Recommendation:  Approve with Conditions

· 4301 CESAR CHAVEZ STREET -  located  on  the  southwest  corner  of  Cesar  Chavez  and Diamond Streets (District 8) - Request for Discretionary Review of Building Permit Application, proposing a vertical addition onto an existing single-family home located within a RH-1 (Residential, House, One-Family) Zoning District and 40-X Height and Bulk District. The project will add two new bedrooms and 3 bathrooms to provide more space within the home and will expand the footprint into the rear yard, but remain within the buildable area. Preliminary Recommendation:  Take Discretionary Review and Approve with conditions

· PIER 70 MIXED-USE DISTRICT PROJECT - located on the east side of Illinois Street between 20th and 22nd Streets - Public Hearing on the Draft Environmental Impact Report.  The proposed project would rehabilitate and redevelop a portion of Pier 70 with new market-rate and affordable residential uses, commercial-office, retail light industrial-arts uses, parking, infrastructure development, including new street improvements, and public open space. The project site is owned by the Port of San Francisco, and is listed in the National Register of Historic Places as the Union Iron Works Historic District. Written comments will be accepted at the Planning Department until 5:00 p.m. on February 21, 2017. Preliminary Recommendation: Review and Comment

· CALLE 24 SPECIAL USE DISTRICT [BOARD FILE NO. 170028]  - Planning Code Amendment  introduced by Mayor Lee and Supervisor Ronen to create the Calle 24 Special Use District, and revising the Zoning Map to reflect the Calle 24 Special Use District generally bounded by 22nd Street, Potrero Avenue, Cesar Chavez Street, and Capp Street, as well as 24th Street to Bartlett Street, and as more specifically defined in the Ordinance. Preliminary Recommendation: Adopt a Recommendation for Approval

· 1101 VAN NESS AVENUE - southwest side of Van Ness Avenue between Geary Boulevard, Post Street, and Franklin Street (District 5) - Request for Conditional Use Authorization, to allow the use of the adjacent NC-3 District sign controls for the installation of three identifying wall signs on the new Sutter CPMC hospital building. Preliminary Recommendation: Approve with Conditions

· 224 TOWNSEND STREET - northwest side of Townsend Street between Clyde Street and Ritch Street (District 6) - Request for Conditional Use Authorization to establish the permanent status of an existing temporary public parking garage use. Preliminary Recommendation: Approve with Conditions

· 137 CLAYTON STREET - west side of Clayton Street, between Grove and Hayes Streets (District 5) - Request for Conditional Use Authorization to demolish an existing two-story, single-family dwelling and construct a new four-story, 3-unit residential building.  Preliminary Recommendation: Approve with Conditions

· 1183 OCEAN AVENUE - southeast corner of Ocean Avenue and Brighton Avenue, located within the Ocean Avenue Neighborhood (District 7) - Request for Conditional Use Authorization to change a use from a vacant floor area to a Formula Retail Financial Service (Wells Fargo). Preliminary Recommendation:  Approve with Conditions

· 3932-3934 26TH STREET - between Sanchez and Church Streets (District 8) - Request for Discretionary Review of Building Permit Application, proposing to the renovation and addition to an existing three-story two-unit building. The project will excavate and expand the garage level to relocate one unit to the ground level. Additionally, the proposal includes a rear horizontal additions to the second and third floors; a new vertical addition for a fourth floor and façade alterations. Preliminary Recommendation: Do Not Take Discretionary Review and Approve

· 471 HICKORY STREET - south side of Hickory Street between Buchanan and Laguna Streets (District 5) - Request for Discretionary Review of Building Permit Application, proposing façade changes and a two-story vertical addition above the existing two-story single-family house. Preliminary Recommendation: Do Not Take Discretionary Review and Approve

· 2855 FILBERT STREET - south side of Filbert Street between Lyon and Baker Streets (District 2) - Requests for Discretionary Review of Building Permit Application, proposing the new construction of a four-story single-family dwelling. The project also includes the demolition of the existing three-story single-family house. Preliminary Recommendation: Do Not Take Discretionary Review and Approve

Miscellaneous

· Health Commission Finance and Planning Committee (Tuesday, February 7, 2PM) 


· Youth Commission Immigration, Justice and Employment Committee (Tuesday, February 7, 430PM)


· Human Rights Commission Equity Advisory Committee (Wednesday, February 8, 530PM)


· Youth Commission Civic Engagement Committee (Wednesday, February 8, 420PM)


· Health Service Board Finance and Budget Committee (Thursday, February 9, 10AM) - SPECIAL

· Youth Commission Housing, Recreation and Transit Committee (Thursday, February 9, 510PM)



From: Ionin, Jonas (CPC)
To: Johnson, Christine (CPC); Richards, Dennis (CPC); Koppel, Joel (CPC); Moore, Kathrin (CPC); Melgar, Myrna

(CPC); Rich Hillis; Rodney Fong; Aaron Jon Hyland - HPC; Andrew Wolfram (andrew@tefarch.com); Diane
Matsuda; Ellen Johnck - HPC; Jonathan Pearlman; Karl  Hasz; Richard S. E. Johns

Cc: Gerber, Patricia (CPC); Son, Chanbory (CPC)
Subject: FW: Commission Update for Week of February 13, 2017
Date: Wednesday, February 15, 2017 10:09:18 AM
Attachments: Commission Weekly Update 2.13.17.doc

 
 
Jonas P. Ionin,
Director of Commission Affairs
 
Planning Department│City & County of San Francisco
1650 Mission Street,  Suite 400, San Francisco, CA 94103
Direct: 415-558-6309│Fax: 415-558-6409
 
jonas.ionin@sfgov.org
www.sfplanning.org
 
From: Tsang, Francis 
Sent: Monday, February 13, 2017 8:26 AM
To: Tsang, Francis
Subject: Commission Update for Week of February 13, 2017
 
Colleagues,
 
Please find a memo attached that outlines items before commissions and boards for this week. Let
me know if you have any questions or concerns. 
 
Thanks!
Francis

 
Francis Tsang
Deputy Chief of Staff
Office of Mayor Edwin M. Lee
415.554.6467 | francis.tsang@sfgov.org

Get Connected with Mayor Ed Lee 
www.sfmayor.org
Twitter @mayoredlee
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To: 

Mayor’s Senior Staff

From: 

Francis Tsang

Date: 

February 13, 2017

Re: 

Commission Update for the Week of February 13, 2017

This memorandum summarizes and highlights agenda items before commissions and boards for the week of February 13, 2017. 

Small Business (Monday, February 13, 530PM) 


Action Items

· Discussion and Action on Legacy Business Registry Applications and Resolutions:

· FLAX art & design 


· Real Food Company 


· Rolo San Francisco, Inc. 


· Discussion and Possible Action to make recommendations on Board of Supervisors File No. 170028 - Planning Code - Zoning Calle 24 SUD. Ordinance amending the Planning Code to create the Calle 24 Special Use District, and revising the Zoning Map to reflect the Calle 24 Special Use District generally bounded by 22nd Street, Potrero Avenue, Cesar Chavez Street, and Capp Street, as well as 24th Street to Bartlett Street, and as more specifically defined in this Ordinance.

Port (Tuesday, February 14, 2PM)


Discussion Only


· Executive Director’s Report:

· PIER 39 Celebrates 39 Years


· 2016 Port Employees of the Year

· Informational presentation by bay.org on the Operations and Public Programs at the EcoCenter at Heron’s Head Park.


· Update on the EV ARCTM (Electric Vehicle) Charging Station.

Action Items

· PUBLIC EMPLOYEE APPOINTMENT/HIRING: Port Chief Financial Officer (Closed Session)

· CONFERENCE WITH LEGAL COUNSEL AND REAL PROPERTY NEGOTIATOR - Property: the Pier 70 Waterfront Site (Closed Session)


· CONFERENCE WITH LEGAL COUNSEL AND REAL PROPERTY NEGOTIATOR - Property: China Basin Park & Pier 48 (Closed Session)


· Request authorization to advertise Contract 2783 Pier 31 Utility & Restroom Project.

· Request approval of the Concept Design for Mission Bay Bayfront Park (P22) located east of Terry François Boulevard bounded by South Street on the north and 16th Street on the south.

· Request authorization to accept and expend $1,371,250 from the Bay Area Air Quality Management District Goods Movement Emission Reduction Grant Program Locomotive Project and to appropriate $515,562 in available Fund Balance as the Port’s funding contribution for the procurement of a $1,886,813 state-of-the-art low-emissions locomotive to replace a 60-year old Port ALCO locomotive, subject to Board of Supervisors’ approval.

Rent (Tuesday, February 14, 6PM)


Action Items

· Consideration of Appeals


· 1327 Stevenson Street - The tenant appeals the decision dismissing her claim of decreased housing services and failure to repair and maintain.


· 4445 Irving Street - The tenant appeals the decision dismissing his claim of decreased housing services.


· 2500 – 35th Avenue - The landlord appeals the decision granting in part and denying in part the tenants’ claims of decreased housing services.


· 2135 Sacramento Street #506 - The landlord appeals the decision granting in part and denying in part the tenants’ claims of decreased housing services.

· 1261 Lombard Street - The landlord appeals the decision granting the tenants’ claim of decreased housing services.


· 1428 Castro Street #A - The tenant appeals the decision finding that the subject property is exempt from the Rent Ordinance.


· 3009 Mission Street #108 - The landlord appeals the decision granting the tenant’s petition for unlawful rent increase under the Costa-Hawkins Rental Housing Act.

· 436 Murray Street - The master tenant appeals the decision granting the subtenant’s petition for disproportional share of rent.


· Fiscal Year 2017-2018 Departmental Budget

Veterans Affairs (Tuesday, February 14, 6PM)


Discussion Only


· Emily Cohen and Nicole McCray-Dickerson to report on initiatives to end Veterans Homelessness in San Francisco

· 2017 Annual VAC Photo


· Installation of New VAC Commissioners


· Goals and Plans for the VAC for 2017 


· 75th Anniversary Commemoration of the Bataan Death March and Bataan Legacy Valor Run

Aging and Adult Services (Wednesday, February 15, 2PM)


Action Items

· Review and approval of DAAS FY17/18 and FY18/19 Budget.

· Requesting authorization to enter into a new grant agreement with SELF-HELP FOR THE ELDERLY for provision of Medicare Improvements for Patients and Providers ACT (MIPPA) grant for Health Insurance Counseling and Advocacy Program (HICAP); during the period of September 30, 2016 through September 29, 2017; in the amount of $46,304 plus a 10% contingency for a total amount not to exceed $50,934.

· Requesting authorization to enter into a grant agreement with HOMEBRIDGE for the provision of In-Home Supportive Services (IHSS) Contract Mode and for Provider Skill Development Training and Supports; during the period of July 1, 2016 through June 30, 2019; in the amount of $80,201,457 plus a 10% contingency for a total amount not to exceed $88,221,603.

· Requesting authorization to modify the existing grant agreement with ON LOK DAY SERVICES for provision of Health Promotion-Healthier Living Program services during the period of July 1, 2016 through June 30, 2017; in the additional amount of $40,000 plus a 10% contingency for a revised total grant amount not to exceed amount of $432,420.

· Requesting authorization to modify the existing grant agreement with BAYVIEW HUNTERS POINT MULTIPURPOSE SENIOR SERVICES for provision of Senior Fitness/Health Initiative; during the period of January 1, 2017 through June 30, 2017; in the additional amount of $110,000 plus a 10% contingency for a revised total amount not to exceed $1,991,077.

· Requesting authorization to modify the existing grant agreement with SOUTHWEST COMMUNITY CORPORATION for provision of Senior Fitness/Health Initiative; during the period of January 1, 2017 through June 30, 2017; in the additional amount of $50,000 plus a 10% contingency for a revised total amount not to exceed $788,861.

· Requesting authorization to modify the existing grant agreement with ON LOK DAY SERVICES for provision of Senior Fitness/Health Initiative; during the period of January 1, 2017 through June 30, 2017; in the additional amount of $40,000 plus a 10% contingency for a revised total amount not to exceed $900,759.

· Requesting authorization to enter into a grant agreement with COMMUNITY LIVING CAMPAIGN for provision of ReServe (“CRSF”) Employment Services for Seniors and Adults with Disabilities; during the period of January 1, 2017 through June 30, 2019; in the amount of $677,400 plus a 10% contingency for a total amount not to exceed $745,140.

Board of Appeals (Wednesday, February 15, 5PM)

Action Items

· REHEARING REQUEST - Subject property at 1712 Castro Street. William Whetstone and Lindy Matula, appellants, are requesting a rehearing of Appeal No. 16-161, Whetstone & Matula vs. DBI, PDA, decided January 18, 2017. At that time, the Board voted 4-0-1 (Commissioner Wilson absent) to grant the appeal and issue the permit on the condition that the glass railing be transparent, on the basis that the permit is Code compliant. Permit Holders: Nora Sheriff and Vinay Bhaskar. Project: new 226sf roof deck; new spiral stair access from second floor; new sliding roof deck access hatch skylight.


· REHEARING REQUEST - Subject property at 3751-3753 20th Street. Ingrid Eggers & Christian Raisner, appellants, are requesting a rehearing of Appeal No. 16-165, Eggers & Raisner vs. DBI, PDA, decided January 18, 2017. At that time, the Board voted 4-0-1 (Commissioner Wilson absent) to grant the appeal and issue the permit on the condition that (1) the permit holder comply with the requirements of Civil Code Section 832, (2) the permit holder provide a settlement monitoring system for all adjoining lots at no cost to the adjoining neighbors, and (3) any fencing or screening be no higher than the appellant’s window sills, on the basis that the project is Code compliant. Permit Holder: Justin McBaine. Project: new three-story horizontal addition at rear; new living level below existing structure; new below-grade garage at street level; new retaining walls at rear yard; replace existing gable aluminum window with new wood window; repair/replace existing wood window sashes where indicated; new living room, bedrooms and bath. 

· APPEAL - THE WHOLE CART vs. SAN FRANCISCO PUBLIC WORKS BUREAU OF STREET USE AND MAPPING, Re: 225 Post Street and 101 California Street. Protesting the ISSUANCE OF DPW Order No. 184372 on November 7, 2016, to The Whole Cart, GRANTING IN PART and DENYING IN PART Mobile Food Facility Permit No. 15MFF-0015.


· APPEAL - GORR PARTNERS, LLC vs. ZONING ADMINISTRATOR, Re: 660 3rd Street. Appealing the ISSUANCE on August 25, 2015, of a Notice of Violation & Penalty


· APPEAL - GEARY DARLING LP vs. DEPT. OF BUILDING INSPECTION, PLANNING DEPT. DISAPPROVAL


· 501 Geary Street. Protesting the DISAPPROVAL on November 02, 2016, of a Building Permit Application (to install illuminated channel letters on an existing double-faced electric projecting sign).


· APPEAL - CHRISTINE & VINCENT TOBKIN vs. DEPT. OF BUILDING INSPECTION, Re: 2712 Broadway Street. Protesting the ISSUANCE on December 16, 2016, to 2712 Broadway LLC, of an Alteration Permit (additional work permit to comply with NOV No. 201648651; comply with BPA No. 2014/01/31/7570, retaining walls; comply with BPA No. 2015/12/22/5781, as-builts at terrace level).


· APPEAL - CHRISTINE & VINCENT TOBKIN vs. DEPT. OF BUILDING INSPECTION, Re: 2712 Broadway Street. Protesting the ISSUANCE on November 16, 2016, to 2712 Broadway LLC, of an Alteration Permit (submitted for revisions per November 15, 2016 Correction Notice; as-builts are in reference to BPA Nos. 2015/12/22/5781 and 2011/02/15/0303; eliminate stairs to rear yard from driveway; new configuration for retaining wall below driveway level; provide 42” guardrail for any drop in elevation exceeding 30”; new shroud over A/C units).


· ADOPTION OF BUDGET - Discussion and possible adoption of the departmental budgets for fiscal years 2017-18 and 2018-19.

Building Inspection (Wednesday, February 15, 930AM)

Discussion Only


· Discussion on Accela permit and project tracking system.

· Update on the annual cost of construction increase applied to the Department of Building Inspection’s Cost Schedule.


· Director’s Report:

· Update on DBI’s finances.


· Update on proposed or recently enacted State or local legislation.


· Update on major projects.


· Update on Code Enforcement.


Action Items

· Election of BIC President and Vice-President.

· Discussion and possible action regarding a proposed ordinance (Board of Supervisors File #161353) replacing a provision of the Planning Code with a new provision of the Administrative Code requiring all City buildings that are accessible to the public to install and maintain at least one baby diaper-changing accommodation that is accessible to women and one that is accessible to men, or a single diaper-changing accommodation that is accessible to all genders; amending the Police Code to require businesses that make a baby diaper-changing accommodation available in a restroom accessible to women to also install and maintain a baby diaper-changing accommodation in a restroom accessible to men or accessible to all genders; and amending the Building Code to require that new public-serving establishments, and substantially renovated public-serving establishments, install baby diaper-changing accommodations, in addition to other requirements.

· Discussion regarding an Ordinance amending Administrative Code, Chapter 41, to update the Hotel Conversion Ordinance, including: adding or refining definitions of tourist and transit use; comparable unit, conversion, and low-income household; revising procedures for permits to convert residential units; harmonizing fees and penalty provisions with the  Building Code; eliminating seasonal short-term rentals for residential hotels that have  violated provisions of the Hotel Conversion Ordinance in the previous year; authorizing  the Department of Building Inspection to issue administrative subpoenas; adding an  operative date; and affirming the Planning Department's determination under the  California Environmental Quality Act.  


· Discussion and possible action regarding a proposed update to Administrative Bulletin AB-093 Implementation of Green Building Regulations to reflect the requirements of the 2016 San Francisco Green Building Code.


· Discussion and possible action regarding a proposed ordinance amending the Building Code to establish a process for the Building Inspection Commission’s review of legislation proposed by the Board of Supervisors, in addition to other requirements.


· Discussion and possible action regarding a possible San Francisco Building Code amendment to the 2016 California Plumbing Code deleting Section 911 Circuit Venting.


· Discussion and possible action regarding a possible deletion of an existing San Francisco Building Code amendment to the 2016 California Electrical Code Section 411.5 that inadvertently revised the section title from Specific Location Requirements to Locations not permitted.


· Discussion and possible action on the proposed budget of the Department of Building Inspection for fiscal years 2017/2018 and 2018/2019.


Elections (Wednesday, February 15, 6PM)

Action Items

· Discussion and possible action regarding the Department of Elections' proposed budget.

Historic Preservation (Wednesday, February 15, 1230PM)

Discussion Only


· 40/50/62/78/88 1ST STREET, 512/516/526 MISSION STREET “OCEANWIDE CENTER” – (Assessor Block 3708/Lots 003, 006, 007, 009, 010, 011, 012 and 055) (District 6), Informational Presentation of Version 2 of the interpretative display produced as part of the historical resources mitigation measures, part of the Project requirements under the Community Plan Exemption published for the Project. 

Consideration of Items Proposed for Continuance 


· 888 TENNESSEE STREET – located on the northwest corner of Tennessee and 20th Streets, Assessor’s Block 4060, Lot 001 (District 10) – Request for a Certificate of Appropriateness to demolish an existing two-story industrial building and construct a new four-story (45-ft tall) mixed-use building (measuring approximately 87,100 gross square feet) with 110 dwelling units, 83 off-street parking spaces and private and public open space. (Proposed continuance to Regular hearing April 19, 2017)

· AFRICAN AMERICAN HISTORIC CONTEXT STATEMENT – Consideration to adopt, modify, or disapprove the African American Citywide Historic Context Statement. Partially funded by the Historic Preservation Fund Committee, the context statement documents the history of African Americans in San Francisco from the City's earliest development to the present day. It outlines significance, integrity considerations, registration requirements, and further recommendations. (Proposed continuance to Regular hearing August 16, 2017)

Action Items

· FY 2017-2019 PROPOSED DEPARTMENT BUDGET and WORK PROGRAM – Final review of the Department's revenue and expenditure budget in FY 2017-2018 and FY2018-2019, including grants, capital budget requests, and proposed staffing; high-level work program activities for the Department; and proposed dates where budget items will be discussed during the budget process.


· PIER 40 THE EMBARCADERO – Pier 40 on the east side of The Embarcadero (District 6). Consideration of adoption of a resolution recommending Small Business Commission approval of a Legacy Business application. Established in 1957, SB40/Carmen’s Restaurant is a long-standing family business serving Filipino and American fare along San Francisco’s waterfront. The Legacy Business Registry recognizes longstanding, community-serving businesses that are valuable cultural assets to the City. In addition, the City intends that the Registry be a tool for providing educational and promotional assistance to Legacy Businesses to encourage their continued viability and success. Preliminary Recommendation: Adopt a Recommendation for Approval

· LEGACY BUSINESS PROGRAM – At the request of the Historic Preservation Commission, Planning staff will give an overview of work to date in processing applications for the Legacy Business Registry. As outlined in Section 2A.242 of the Administrative Code, the Historic Preservation Commission advises the Small Business Commission on nominations to the Registry. This hearing will provide an opportunity for the Commission and members of the public to comment on the review process for Registry nominations and methods to encourage participation in the program. The HPC’s Cultural Heritage Assets Committee will discuss this item at its February 15, 2017 meeting. Preliminary Recommendation: Review and Comment

Police (Wednesday, February 15, 530PM) – NO MEETING

The Police Commission will not hold a Regular Meeting on Wednesday, February 15, 2017, due to the Medal of Valor Ceremony to be held at the Scottish Rite Masonic Center, 2850 19th Avenue, 6PM

Human Services (Thursday, February 16, 930AM) - SPECIAL

Discussion Only


· Executive Director’s Report:


· State and City legislation and budget reports


· Family and Children’s Services


· Economic Support and Self-Sufficiency Services


· Administration and other issues

Action Items

· Requesting ratification of actions taken by the Executive Director since the January 26, 2017 regular meeting in accordance with  Commission authorization of June 23, 2016:

· Submission of requests to encumber funds in the amount of $57,200 for purchase of services or  supplies & contingency amounts


· Requesting adoption of resolution proclaiming March 2017 Social Work Month


· Consideration and possible action re the Department of Human Services and Human Services Agency Fiscal Year 2017-2018 and 2018-2019 Budget Proposal

Library (Thursday, February 16, 430PM)

Discussion Only


· City Librarian’s Report: The City Librarian will give updates on Mobile Outreach Services; Career Online High School Graduation; and Virtual Reference

· Labor Union Report: The Labor Union will give an update

Action Items

· FYs 2018 and 2019 Budget

Planning (Thursday, February 16, 12PM)

Discussion Only


· AREA PLAN IMPLEMENTATION UPDATE AND INTER-DEPARTMENT PLAN IMPLEMENTATION COMMITTEE  (IPIC) REPORT- Informational presentation on the activities of the Department's Plan Implementation Group, including overview progress toward funding infrastructure projects called for in adopted area plans and coordination with CACs. Presentation of 2017 Interdepartmental Plan Implementation Committee (IPIC) Report, which includes capital planning accomplishments and recommendations for each plan area.

Consideration of Items Proposed for Continuance 


· 888 TENNESSEE STREET - located on the northwest corner of Tennessee & 20th Streets (District 10) - Request for a Large Project Authorization (LPA), pursuant to Planning Code Section 329, to demolish the existing two-story industrial building and construct a new four-story (45-feet tall) mixed-use building (measuring approximately 88,100 sq ft) with 110 dwelling units, 5,472 square feet of ground floor commercial use, 83 off-street parking spaces, and public and private open space. (Proposed for Continuance to April 27, 2017)

Action Items

· BABY DIAPER CHANGING ACCOMMODATIONS (BF 161353) - Planning Code Amendment, introduced by Supervisor Tang, replacing a provision of the Planning Code with a new provision of the Administrative Code requiring all City buildings that are accessible to the public to install and maintain at least one baby diaper-changing accommodation that is accessible to women and one that is accessible to men, or a single diaper-changing accommodation that is accessible to all genders; amending the Police Code to require businesses that make a baby diaper-changing accommodation available in a restroom accessible to women to also install and maintain a baby diaper-changing accommodation in a restroom accessible to men or accessible to all genders; amending the Building Code to require that new public-serving establishments, and substantially renovated public-serving establishments, install baby diaper-changing accommodations; making findings, including environmental findings, findings of public necessity, convenience, and welfare under Planning Code, Section 302, and findings under the California Health and Safety Code regarding building standards; and directing the Clerk to forward this Ordinance to the California Building Standards Commission upon final passage. Preliminary Recommendation: Adopt a Recommendation for Approval

· FY 2017-2019 PROPOSED DEPARTMENT BUDGET and WORK PROGRAM - Final review of the Department's revenue and expenditure budget in FY2017-18 and FY2018-19, including grants, capital budget requests, and proposed staffing; high-level work program activities for the Department; and proposed dates where budget items will be discussed during the budget process.

· 953 TREAT AVENUE - east side of Treat Avenue between 22nd and 23rd Streets (District 9) - Request for Conditional Use Authorization, to demolish an existing single-family home and construct two, four-story residential buildings with three dwelling units each (collectively six dwelling units). Preliminary Recommendation: Approve with Conditions

· 462 PRENTISS STREET - west side of Prentiss Street, between Jarboe and Tompkins Avenues (District 9) - Request is for a Mandatory Discretionary Review of an application to construct a new single family dwelling unit on a vacant lot. Preliminary Recommendation: Take Discretionary Review and Approve with Modifications

· 1058 MISSISSIPPI STREET- west side, approximately 150 feet north of the intersection with 25th Street (District 9) - Request for Discretionary Review of Building Permit Application proposing new construction of a four-story, 3,360 square-foot, two-family residence on an existing vacant lot that includes two vehicle parking spaces, a roof deck and decks at the second, third and fourth floors. Preliminary Recommendation: Do Not Take Discretionary Review and Approve as Proposed

· 659 GUERRERO STREET - east side of Guerrero Street, between 18th and 19th Streets (District 8) - Request for Discretionary Review of Building Permit Application proposing proposes the addition of two dwelling units, and the construction of a vertical addition with roof deck, a rear exterior stair, and interior renovations to an existing three-story two-family residence. Preliminary Recommendation: Do Not Take Discretionary Review and Approve as Proposed

· 198 VALENCIA STREET - east side, at the corner of Duboce Avenue (District 8) - Request for Discretionary Review of Building Permit Application proposing to demolish the existing one-story, 1,877 square foot automotive service station (dba Oil Changer) and construct a new five-story, 55 foot tall, 33,795 gross square foot mixed-use building that includes two retail spaces totaling 6,269 square feet at the ground story and 28 dwelling units on the second through fifth stories. Preliminary Recommendation: Take Discretionary Review and Approve with Conditions

· 68 RICHARDSON AVENUE- north side, between Chestnut and Lombard Streets (District 2) - Request for Discretionary Review of Building Permit Application proposing construction a vertical addition (third floor) and roof deck that match the footprint of the existing single-family dwelling. Preliminary Recommendation: Do Not Take Discretionary Review and Approve as Proposed

Rec and Park (Thursday, February 16, 10AM)

Discussion Only


· SAN FRANCISCO ZOO


· NEW BUSINESS/AGENDA SETTING:

· Maintenance and replacement costs for synthetic turf


· Lincoln Park Golf Course


· Golden Gate Park Stables


· Community Gardens Policy


· South End Rowing Club


· Dolphin Club


· Golden Gate Yacht Club


· Lake Merced Boat Dock


· West Portal Playground


· Geneva Car Barn and Powerhouse Lease (Powerhouse Only)


· Randall Museum Friends


· Patricia’s Green - 1500 Mission Shadow 

Action Items

· ALAMO SQUARE RESTROOM AND IRRIGATION UPGRADE - CONSTRUCTION CONTRACT AMENDMENT


· FRANKLIN SQUARE 


· MCLAREN COMMUNITY GARDEN


· JOSEPH L. ALIOTO PERFORMING ARTS PIAZZA (CIVIC CENTER PLAZA) COMEDY FESTIVAL


· ACCEPTANCE OF GRANTS 


· from the National Fitness Campaign, an in-kind grant valued at approximately $95,000 of the existing Marina Green Fitness Court exercise equipment. 


· from Kaiser Permanente, a cash grant of $20,000 to sponsor the Recreation and Park Department’s 2017 Seasonal Events. 


· OPEN SPACE FUND CONTINGENCY RESERVE - CAMP MATHER 


· RECREATION AND PARK DEPARTMENT BUDGET FY 2017-18 AND 2018-19


· APPEAL TO ALLOW SUMMER OF LOVE 50th ANNIVERSARY EVENT IN GOLDEN GATE PARK 


· CONFERENCE WITH LEGAL COUNSEL - PENDING LITIGATION - CF Contracting, Inc. v. City and County of San Francisco - Request approval of proposed Settlement Agreement with CF Contracting, Inc. concerning Mountain Lake Playground Renovation.  CFC to dismiss complaint with prejudice and withdraw pending contract claims in exchange for City's agreement to extend substantial completion date to February 28, 2017 and to increase contract amount by $110,000 with a possible incentive payment of $10,000 if project is substantially complete by February 14, 2017.  This will increase the project budget by more than 10% over the original approved contract amount. (Closed Session)

War Memorial (Thursday, February 16, 3PM) - SPECIAL

Action Items

· Request from San Francisco Symphony to initiate a per ticket “Hall Improvement Fee” for ticketed Symphony events in Davies Symphony Hall effective with the sale of 2017-18 Symphony Season tickets.


· War Memorial Departmental Budget for Fiscal Years 2017-18 and 2018-19.


Mayor's Disability Council (Friday, February 17, 1PM) - CANCELLED


Miscellaneous

· Arts Commission Civic Design Review Committee (Monday, February 13, 3PM)


· Eastern Neighborhoods CAC (Monday, February 13, 6PM)

· Public Housing/HOPE SF Programs-Development, Finance and Resident Engagement Committee (February 14, 4PM) - SPECIAL


· Abatement Appeals Board (Wednesday, February 15, 9AM)


· War Memorial Building Committee (Thursday, February 16, 2PM) 

· War Memorial Budget and Finance Committee (Thursday, February 16, 2017, 230PM)



From: Ionin, Jonas (CPC)
To: Johnson, Christine (CPC); Richards, Dennis (CPC); Koppel, Joel (CPC); Moore, Kathrin (CPC); Melgar, Myrna

(CPC); Rich Hillis; Rodney Fong; Aaron Jon Hyland - HPC; Andrew Wolfram (andrew@tefarch.com); Diane
Matsuda; Ellen Johnck - HPC; Jonathan Pearlman; Karl  Hasz; Richard S. E. Johns

Cc: Gerber, Patricia (CPC); Son, Chanbory (CPC)
Subject: FW: Reminder: Black History Month Kickoff Celebration TOMORROW
Date: Friday, February 03, 2017 9:54:00 AM
Attachments: Final 2017 Black History Month Invite.pdf
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Jonas P. Ionin,
Director of Commission Affairs
 
Planning Department│City & County of San Francisco
1650 Mission Street,  Suite 400, San Francisco, CA 94103
Direct: 415-558-6309│Fax: 415-558-6409
 
jonas.ionin@sfgov.org
www.sfplanning.org
 
From: Tsang, Francis 
Sent: Thursday, February 02, 2017 4:30 PM
To: Carpenter, Adele; Quesada, Amy (PRT); Valdez, Anthony E (ENV); Badasow, Bridget (HSA) (DSS);
Varner, Christina (RNT); Stewart, Crystal (ADM); Vaughn, Carla (CWP); Mauer, Dan (REC); Hood, Donna
(PUC); dwanekennedy@gmail.com; Nelson, Eric (ADM); Ethics Commission, (ETH); Cantara, Gary (PAB);
Lopez, Gloria (HRC); Larrick, Herschell (WOM); Richardson, Jamie (ADM); Jean Caramatti (AIR); Norris,
Jennifer (WAR); Ionin, Jonas (CPC); Austin, Kate (ADM); Kilshaw, Rachael (POL); Scott, Laini (HSS);
lhathhorn@asianart.org; Rainey, Louise (HSA) (DSS); McArthur, Margaret (REC); Morewitz, Mark (DPH);
martinl@sfha.org; Conefrey, Maureen (FIR); Mahajan, Menaka (ECN); Brown, Michael (CSC); Hewitt,
Nadya (REG); Nickens, Norm (RET); OCII, CommissionSecretary (CII); Gerber, Patricia (CPC); Silva-Re,
Pauline (JUV); Polk, Zoe (HRC); Fontes, Portia (ECN); Tom, Risa (POL); Boomer, Roberta (MTA);
Blackman, Sue (LIB); SFVACSECRETARY@gmail.com ; Page_Ritchie, Sharon (ART); Harris, Sonya (DBI)
Subject: Reminder: Black History Month Kickoff Celebration TOMORROW
 
 

 
 

 
Mayor Edwin M. Lee

 
Together with

 
The San Francisco African American Historical & Cultural Society
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Mayor Edwin M. Lee 
 


Together with 
 


The San Francisco African American Historical & Cultural Society 
President of the Board of Supervisors London Breed 


Board of Supervisor Malia Cohen 
President of the San Francisco Board of Education Shamann Walton 


San Francisco Board of Education Commissioner Stevon Cook 
City College of San Francisco Trustee Alex Randolph 


City College of San Francisco Trustee Shanell Williams 
City Administrator Naomi Kelly 


 
Kindly request the pleasure of your company at the 


 


 


2017 Black History Month Kickoff Celebration 
 


Friday, February 3rd, 2017 
12:00 pm - 1:00pm 


Seating will be limited and begin at 11:30 am 
 


City Hall, Rotunda 
1 Dr. Carlton B. Goodlett Place 


San Francisco, CA 94102 


 
 








President of the Board of Supervisors London Breed
Board of Supervisor Malia Cohen

President of the San Francisco Board of Education Shamann Walton
San Francisco Board of Education Commissioner Stevon Cook

City College of San Francisco Trustee Alex Randolph
City College of San Francisco Trustee Shanell Williams

City Administrator Naomi Kelly
 

Kindly request the pleasure of your company at the
 

2017 Black History Month Kickoff Celebration
 

Friday, February 3rd, 2017
12:00 pm - 1:00pm

Seating will be limited and begin at 11:30 am
 

City Hall, Rotunda
1 Dr. Carlton B. Goodlett Place

San Francisco, CA 94102
 



From: Ionin, Jonas (CPC)
To: Aaron Jon Hyland - HPC; Andrew Wolfram (andrew@tefarch.com); Diane Matsuda; Ellen Johnck - HPC;

Jonathan Pearlman; Karl  Hasz; Richard S. E. Johns
Cc: Son, Chanbory (CPC)
Subject: FW: Rockwell Facadism
Date: Tuesday, February 07, 2017 9:26:10 AM

Per Commissioner Pearlman’s request.
 
Jonas P. Ionin,
Director of Commission Affairs
 
Planning Department│City & County of San Francisco
1650 Mission Street,  Suite 400, San Francisco, CA 94103
Direct: 415-558-6309│Fax: 415-558-6409
 
jonas.ionin@sfgov.org
www.sfplanning.org
 
From: Jonathan Pearlman [mailto:jonathan.pearlman.hpc@gmail.com] 
Sent: Monday, February 06, 2017 3:43 PM
To: Ionin, Jonas (CPC); Frye, Tim (CPC)
Subject: Rockwell Facadism
 
Hi Jonas,
 
Please distribute to the HPC.
 
Probably have seen this, but since we refer to it so much, we all should see
this: http://www.sfchronicle.com/bayarea/article/Condos-effort-to-preserve-past-well-
meaning-10907498.php?t=ac30b0f186&cmpid=twitter-premium
 

Jonathan Pearlman
ELEVATIONarchitects
1159 Green Street, Suite 4
San Francisco, CA 94109

v: 415.537.1125 x101
c: 415.225.3973

w: elevationarchitects.com
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GSA Pacific Rim Region

January 31, 2017

The Honorable Edwin M. Lee
Mayor of San Francisco
City Hall, Room 200
1 Dr. Carlton B. Goodlett Place
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Mayor Lee:

RECEIVED

FEB 0 6 2017

CITY &COUNTY OF S.F
PLANNING DEPARTMENT

CPClHPC

The U.S. General Services Administration (GSA) is pleased to submit for your review and
comment the enclosed National Register of Historic Places registration package for the U.S.
Federal Office Building (familiar name: 50 L7NP) located at 50 United Nations Plaza, San
Francisco, California. The California State Historic Preservation Office has also received a copy
and will be reviewing the nomination concurrently.

The Federal Office Building was constructed in 1936 and is a key contributing element within
the San Francisco Civic Center National Historic Landmark (NHL) District. It was designed in
the Beaux Arts style by Arthur Brown, Jr., the same architect who designed San Francisco City
Hall and the War Memorial buildings. The 350,000 square foot, monumental granite and terra
cotta building, which occupies an entire city block, is harmonious with the.design of the other
buildings within the San Francisco Civic Center NHL District. Although 50 iJNP was added to
the National Register of Historic Places (NRHP) as part of the San Francisco Civic Center
Historic District in 1978 and as part of the NHL District in 1987, it is additionally significant at
the individual level for reasons beyond its significance within the district.

In addition to being an outstanding example of Beaux Arts architecture and for its association
with master architect, Arthur Brown, Jr., it is significant at a national level as a notable example
of a federal government building constructed under the 1926 Public Buildings Act. The building
retains a high degree of historic integrity and is in good condition.

In accordance with National Register federal program regulation (36 CFR Part 60.9 (c)), we are
notifying you, as chief elected official of the political jurisdiction within which the property is
located, of our intent to nominate the above referenced property to the National Register of
Historic Places. Should you have any comments, please respond within 45 days of receipt of this
letter.

The enclosed copy of the nomination is provided for your records. Following receipt of all
comments or the completion of the 45-day period, we will forward the original archival package

US General Services Administration
50 United Nations Plaza
Mailbox #9, Suite 3411
San Francisco, CA 94102
www.gsa.gov



Edwin Lee
January 31, 2017

Page 2 of 2

to the National Park Service for approval. Upon listing, a final copy of the nomination will be
available through the National Register of Historic Places.

Should you have any questions or concerns regarding the nomination package, please contact me
at jane.lehman@gsa.gov or (415) 522-3098.

Sincerely,

~~ ~ . .

Jane Lehman
Regional Historic Preservation Officer
GSA, Pacific Rim Region

Enclosure

CC: Mr. Jonas Ionin, Commission Secretary
Historic Preservation Commission
City and County of San Francisco
1650 Mission Street, Suite 400
San Francisco, CA 94103-2414

Ms. Beth L. Savage
Federal Preservation Officer
Center for Historic Buildings
General Services Administration
1800 F Street, NW, Room 3344
Washington, DC 20405



NPS Form 10-900

United States Department of the Interior
National Park Service

OMB No. 1024-0018

National Register of Historic Places Registration Form
This form is for use in nominating or requesting determinations for individual properties and districts. See instructions in National Register
Bulletin, How to Complete the National Register of Historic Places Registration Form. If any -item does not apply to the property being
docwnented, enter "N/A" for "not applicable." For functions, architectural classification, materials, and azeas of significance, enter only
categories and subcategories from the instructions.

1. Name of Property
Historic name: Federal Office Building
Other names/site number: 50 United Nations Plaza (50 UNP~
Name of related multiple property listing: N/A
(Enter "N/A" if property is not part of a multiple property listing)

2. Location
Street &number: 50 United Nations Plaza
City ar town: San Francisco State: California (CAS County: San Francisco
Not For Publication: ❑ Vicinity:

3. State/Federal Agency Certification

As the designated authority under the National Historic Preservation Act, as amended,

I hereby certify that this _nomination _request for determination of eligibility meets
the documentation standards for registering properties in the National Register of Historic
Places and meets the procedural and professional requirements set forth in 36 CFR Part 60.

In my opinion, the property _meets does not meet the National Register Criteria.
recommend that this property be considered significant at the following
levels) of significance:

national statewide local
Applicable National Register Criteria:

A B C D

Signature of certifying officiaUTitle:

State or Federal agency/bureau or Tribal Government

Date

In my opinion, the property _meets

Signature of commenting official: Date

Title .

does not meet the National Register criteria.

State or Federal agency/bureau
or Tribal Government



United States Department of the Interior
National Park Service /National Register of Historic Places Registration Form
NPS Form 10-900 OMB No. 1024-0018

Federal Office Building (50 UN
Name of Property

San Francisco, CA

County and State

4. National Park Service Certification

I hereby certify that this property is:

entered in the National Register

determined eligible for the National Register

determined not eligible for the National Register

removed from the National Register

other (explain:)

Signature of the Keeper Date of Action

Paperwork Reduction Act Statement: This information is being collected for applications to the National Register of Historic
Places to nominate properties for listing or determine eligibility for listing, to list properties, and to amend existing listings. Response
to this request is required to obtain a benefit in accordance with the National Historic Preservation Act, as amended (16 U.S.C.460
et seq.).
Estimated Burden Statement: Public reporting burden for this form is estimated to average 100 hours per response including
time for reviewing instructions, gathering and maintaining data, and completing and reviewing the form. Direct comments regarding
this burden estimate or any aspect of this form to the Office of Planning and Performance Management. U.S. Dept. of the Interior,
1849 C. Street, NW, Washington, DC.

5. Classification

Ownership of Property

Private:

Public —Local

Public —State

Public —Federal

Category of Property

Buildings) ❑X

District

Site

Structure

Object

Sections 1-6 page 2
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Name of Property

San Francisco, CA

County and State

Number of Resources within Property
(Do not include previously listed resources in the count)

Contributing Noncontributing
1 buildings

1

sites

structures

objects

Total

Number of contributing resources previously listed in the National Register 1

6. Function or Use
Historic Functions

Government/government office
Defense/military facility

Current Functions

Government/government office
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7. Description

Architectural Classification
Late 19th and 20th Century RevivalsBeaux Arts

Materials:
Principal exterior materials of the property:
Foundation: Concrete
Walls: Granite, Tena Cotta
Roof: Zinc

Narrative Description

Summary Paragraph

Arthur Brown's Beaux-Arts design for the exterior of the Federal Office Building (hereinafter
referred to as 50 iJNP) consists of a rusticated base, colonnaded and pilastered upper floors
topped by a projecting cornice, and a recessed top floor with a shallow seamed-metal roof. The
monumental granite and terra cotta building, which occupies an entire city block, is harmonious
with the design of the other buildings within the San Francisco Civic Center district. The
building appears as a rectangular ring in plan, with a large courtyard at its center. 50 UNP is five
stories tall with an attic at all elevations excepting the north, which is four stories tall. 50 UNP
has asteel-frame structure set on a concrete foundation. The exterior windows and doors of 50
LJNP fall into two main categories: wood multilite windows, and metal entrance doors and
surrounding multilite windows. The roofing system at 50 UNP consists of a C-shaped sloping
roof clad with zinc paneling, with arched dormers housing three-over-three wood double-hung
windows and a flat top that spans the south, east, and west elevations of the building; as well as a
rectangular flat roof above the northern four-story section of the building. 50 UNP's interior
spaces are a mix of ornately detailed lobbies and conference suites as well as more stylistically
restrained office spaces, all radiating from double-loaded corridors that loop around each floor of
the building. The interior of 50 iJNP has been used by various federal government agencies since
it first opened, and was designed to serve this use. Since its initial construction in 1933-1936, 50
UNP has undergone few major alterations, and has historic integrity in terms of location, design,
setting, materials, workmanship, feeling, and association. The building, which was most recently
remodeled and restored in 2013, is currently in good condition.
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Narrative Description
50 UNP is an integral part of the historic City Beautiful—influenced San Francisco Civic Center
site, which consists of nine monumental buildings organized along afour-block-long principal
axis that begins at its westernmost point with the district's focal point, City Hall. 50 UNP
provides a visual connection between the Civic Center site and nearby Market Street to the east
(see Figure 1).

Site:
Each elevation of 50 iJNP has distinctive site conditions. More generally, the south and east
portions of the building's site are part of the larger United Nations Plaza, a pedestrian plaza that
also contains entrances to the Civic Center public transit stations. This plaza was designed in the
1970s by landscape architect Lawrence Halprin as part of a larger-scale revitalization project
along Market Street. 1 50 UNP's west and north elevations face onto city streets: Hyde Street and
McAllister Street, respectively.

In front of the building's primary south side, large, shallow planting beds edged by gray granite
slabs flank the main entrance to 50 LJNP and extend almost the full length of the elevation. These
planting beds contain mature trees, with grass planted in the eastern bed and decomposed granite
in the western bed. Ared-orange brick walkway laid in a herringbone pattern separates the
planting beds from the building. In front of the central main entrance and the two corner
secondary entrances of the south elevation, stainless steel cylindrical security bollard caps are
found.

At the west-facing Hyde Street portion of the site, a shallow granite planting bed runs nearly the
entire length of the west facade and. is currently planted with shrubs. A pedestrian sidewalk at
this elevation has diagonal concrete paving, installed with a concrete curb.

The concrete sidewalk continues around the corner to the north-facing McAllister Street section
of the site. At this elevation, sunken areaways dating to the building's initial construction flank a
central entrance to the building, providing natural light to 50 UNP's basement level. The
areaways are bordered by a granite balustrade that dates to the building's original construction,
matching the granite found throughout the building's exterior facades.

The eastern elevation of 50 LTNP is also surrounded by United Nations Plaza, but has a large
gated service area that provides access to the building's basement. This gated area consists of a
sunken concrete plaza surrounded by granite-block retaining walls topped with steel-bar railings
with a dark gray finish. Two curving driveways slope down toward the center of the elevation
and allow basement-level deliveries to the building. Surrounding the entire perimeter of these
historic elements is a tall picketed steel security fence with a dark gray finish, with solid steel
automatic crash gates that can slide open to provide vehicular access to the sloping driveways. A
large planting bed similar to those found along the south elevation, with mature trees and grass,
sits between the two automatic gates directly to the west of the sunken driveway.

~ Garavaglia Architecture, Inc., Draft DPR 523E Form for Lawrence Halprin's Market Street Project (February 2015).
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Building Exterior Overall Description:
Arthur Brown's Beaux-Arts design for 50 UNP's exterior consists of a rusticated base,
colonnaded and pilastered upper floors topped by a projecting cornice, and a recessed top floor
with a shallow seamed-metal roof (see Figure 2). The monumental granite and terra cotta
building, which occupies an entire city block, appears as a rectangular ring in plan, with a large
courtyard at its center. 50 UNP is five stories tall with an attic at all elevations excepting the
north, which is four stories tall. The building's basement is partially visible at the north and east
elevations, and also receives natural light from the interior courtyard.

50 UNP has asteel-frame structure set on a concrete foundation. The south, west, and east
elevations are clad in light gray granite below the fifth-floor balustrade. At the fifth floors and
above, as well as along most of the north (McAllister Street) elevation, glazed and tooled terra
cotta that resembles granite—manufactured by Gladding, McKean—is used. The exterior
windows and doors of 50 UNP fall into two main categories: wood multilite windows, and metal
entrance doors and surrounding multilite windows.

The roofing system at 50 UNP consists of a C-shaped sloping roof with arched dormers housing
three-over-three wood double-hung windows and a flat top that spans the south, east, and west
elevations of the building (Main Roo fl; as well as a flat roof above the northern four-story
section of the building (North Rood (see Figure 3). The sloping portions of the Main Roof are
clad with four-foot-wide sections of standing-seam zinc, which replaced the deteriorated original
lead-coated-copper roof assembly in 2013. Also in 2013, the historic freight elevator shaft was
extended to allow that elevator to open onto the attic floor (it had previously only gone up to the
fifth floor). An elevator bulkhead was constructed through the roof on the east courtyard side,
clad with glazed brick that closely matches the finish and brick pattern of the historic courtyard
brick.

South Facade:
The primary south elevation of 50 iJNP has the overall tripartite composition found at the
building's other facades, but is the most decorative and dimensional elevation, with a grand
arched central entrance, concave reentrant corners, a monumental colonnade, and extensive
carved-stone accents (see Figure 4). This elevation faces the main axis of the Civic Center
Historic District.

This elevation's first two floors form a massive rusticated granite base. The second floor is
capped with a slightly projecting belt course, which serves as the base for the recessed,
colonnaded third and fourth stories. Between the two-story-tall Doric columns that form the
colonnade, balconies accessed at the third floor have granite balustrades. The colonnade is
topped with a projecting cornice with dentils. The south facade's fifth floor is further set back
above this cornice, and is surrounded by a balcony that runs the full length of the elevation with
a granite balustrade. The balconies at the third and fifth floors have burnt-orange rectangular
quarry the flooring.
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The building's three main entrance doors and surrounding glazing are easily distinguished along
the south facade by their arched, double-height openings, filled with decorative silver-colored
aluminum multilite windows and doors with gilded detailing and ornament (see Figure 5). Above
the arched openings, the keystones are finished with eagle-and-shield cartouches. Four large
silver-colored aluminum historic lamp sconces with gilded accents frame the three arched main
entrance openings to the building at the first floor. The corner entrances at the recessed concave
corners of the south elevation are similarly arched, each topped with eagle cartouches and
flanked by two large sconces (see Figure 6).

The majority of the windows at the south elevation as well as the other three elevations are
paired four-over-four, white-painted wood double-hung assemblies with profiled mullions. The
window openings are recessed from the faces of the building, providing depth and shadow to the
overall facade compositions. At the first floor, four-lite transoms are found over the double-hung
window assemblies, while the third floor's windows are four-over-six double-hung windows
with two-lite transoms. Granite faces, or mascarons, are carved in-place over every other window
lintel at the first floor of the south elevation, while the other lintels at this floor have keystone
granite blocks. The upper floors have simpler granite block lintels.

West Facade
The west facade of 50 iJNP faces Hyde Street, with a pedestrian sidewalk and granite planting
bed at the base of this elevation (see Figure 7). There are no entrances to the building at this
facade, and no access to the basement level.

This facade has the same tripartite composition as the other elevations, but is less decorative than
the more primary south and north elevations. The facade is less volumetrically complex than the
south elevation, with two-story-tall pilasters rather than fully expressed columns at the third and
fourth floors, balustrades directly in front of the third floor windows rather than full balconies,
and fewer elements of carved stone ornament applied to this facade. The two ends of the
elevation are slightly recessed from the main central portion of the elevation, providing extra
depth to the overall appearance of the facade.

Almost all of the windows at this elevation are paired four-over-four, double-hung, white-painted
wood window assemblies with profiled mullions. At the first floor, four-lite transoms are found
over the double-hung window assemblies, while the third floor's windows are four-over-six
double-hung windows with two-lite transoms. Granite mascarons are carved in-place over every
third window lintel at the first floor of the west elevation, while the other lintels at this elevation
have keystone granite block lintels or simpler granite block lintels.

North Facac~e~

50 L1NP's north facade fronts on McAllister Street (see Figure 8). This facade differs from the
other three in that it is almost entirely faced with terra cotta blocks that have been glazed and
tooled to imitate granite. The two projecting end portions of this facade are clad in granite
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matching that used at the other elevations. A sunken areaway along this facade provides day-
lighting to the building's service and mechanical spaces at the basement level.

Like the other elevations of the building, the north facade has a tripartite composition, with two-
story-tall pilasters above its two-story rusticated base and a recessed fifth floor (at the east and
west ends only, as the majority of the north wing is only four stories tall). Balustrades are
installed directly in front of the third floor windows and at the fifth floor perimeter. The two ends
of the elevation project out further from the main central portion of the elevation, framing the
sunken areaways and entrance found at the center portion of this elevation.

An entrance to the building is located at the center of this facade, accessed by crossing a granite
bridge from the sidewalk over the sunken areaways. This arched, double-height opening is filled
with decorative silver-colored aluminum multilite windows and doors with gilded detailing and
ornament. A carved shield cartouche sits above the entrance opening. Two large silver-colored
aluminum historic lamp sconces with gilded accents frame the arched entrance opening.

Almost all of the windows at this elevation are paired four-over-four, double-hung, white-painted
wood window assemblies with profiled mullions. At the first floor, four-lite transoms are found
over the double-hung window assemblies, while the third floor's windows are four-over-six
double-hung windows with two-lite transoms. Granite mascarons are carved in-place over only
two window lintels at the first floor of the north elevation—one each at the projecting end
wings—while the other lintels at this elevation have keystone granite or terra cotta block lintels
or simpler granite or terra cotta block lintels.

East Facade:
The east facade of 50 UNP faces a portion of United Nations Plaza, in line with Leavenworth
Street (see Figure 9). This facade is where the basement level is most exposed, due to a sunken
plaza with ramped curving driveways that provides access to the basement level. A tall picketed
steel security fence with two steel gates, not original to the building, limits access to this facade,
while still allowing pedestrians to view the east facade through the fence.

This facade has the same tripartite composition as the other elevations, with two-story-tall
pilasters above its rusticated base (which is three stories tall at this elevation, since the basement
is exposed) and a recessed fifth floor. Balustrades are installed directly in front of the third floor
windows and at the fifth floor perimeter. Similar to the west facade, the two ends of the east
elevation are slightly recessed from the main central portion of the elevation.

Three service entrances to the building are provided at the basement level of the east facade.
Unlike the grand arched entrances found at the north and south elevations, these rectangular
entrances blend in with the basement window openings, with three bays of the basement window
openings housing bronze paneled four-lite double-door assemblies topped with four-lite
transoms.
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Almost all of the windows at this elevation, including the basement windows, are paired four-
over-four, double-hung, white-painted wood window assemblies with profiled mullions. At the
first floor, four-lite transoms are found over the double-hung window assemblies, while the third
floor's windows are four-over-six double-hung windows with two-lite transoms. Granite
mascarons are carved in-place over every third window lintel at the first floor of the west
elevation, while the other lintels at this elevation have keystone granite block lintels or simpler
granite block lintels.

Courtyard Facades:
50 UNP's courtyard is an important historic component of the building's overall design (see
Figures 10 through 12). The courtyard is accessed via bronze double doors with multilite
sidelights and transoms leading from the building's interior at its north and south elevator
lobbies, dating from the building's original construction. In addition to the historic outdoor
granite stairways leading from these lobbies to the courtyard, asteel-frame accessibility ramp
with glass-panel railings was installed at the south entrance to the courtyard as part of the larger
2013 renovation of the building.

The courtyard facades have a simpler composition and material treatment than the street-facing
elevations. Glazed light gray brick on the facades is broken up by a profiled water table above
the second floor, and topped with a dentilled cornice above the fourth floor. The fifth-floor
portions of the courtyard elevations are slightly recessed from the lower floors, less so than the
fifth floor's setback on the street-facing facades, and also have a profiled cornice similar to the
lower floor water table.

The main decorative facade elements of the courtyard are two building-height bays, clad entirely
with terra cotta, that frame the north and south entrances to the courtyard. These two bays mirror
each other, with the exception that the south bay extends higher to accommodate the elevator
bulkhead at that part of the building. Each bay projects out from the main facade multi-
dimensionally, giving an appearance of compressed perspective. Single window openings at each
level are centered above the ground-floor entrance, which is topped with a keystone lintel.
Balconies with balustrades and massive decorative support brackets are found at the third floor
window openings in line with the water table. Each bay is topped with a dentilled pediment. The
south bay continues above the pediment with a rectangular volume that has a water table at the
level of the fifth-floor cornice and a band of Greek Key ornament.

Buff-colored brick manufactured by Gladding, McKean is the predominant facade cladding
material on the courtyard elevations, primarily laid in a Flemish bond. The two north and south
bays framing the courtyard entrances, as well as the courtyard's belt courses and cornices, are
clad in terra cotta glazed to resemble the granite found at the exterior elevations, and was also
manufactured by Gladding, McKean. The foundation walls of the north and south bays by the
courtyard entrances are granite.
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Almost all of the windows at this elevation, including the basement windows, are paired four-
over-four, double-hung, white-painted wood window assemblies with profiled mullions. At the
first and third floors, two-lite transoms axe found over the double-hung window assemblies. At
the east and. west courtyard elevations, one line of window openings near the stairways has single
rather than paired four-over-four double-hung windows. Most of the windows have glazed brick
splayed lintels, with the exception of the windows in the north and south bays, which have terra
cotta lintels.

In 2013, landscape architecture firm Cliff Lowe Associates worked with artist Cliff Garten to
reimagine the courtyard with landscaping inspired by the original courtyard's design, integrating
new plantings, paving, and granite planters with the existing historic light fixtures and benches.

Building Interior Overall Description:
50 UNP's interior spaces are a mix of ornately detailed lobbies and conference suites as well as
more stylistically restrained office spaces, all radiating from double-loaded corridors that loop
around each floor of the building. The interior of 50 IJNP has been used by various federal
government agencies since it first opened, and was designed to serve this use. A major
renovation and rehabilitation of the building in 2013 updated non-contributing office spaces that
had already been altered, while restoring much of the remaining historic fabric in 50 UNP's
interior.

The interior spaces of 50 UNP are arranged on the following pages by typology, due to the high
number of rooms in the building and the similarities found between multiple spaces of the same
type. Circulation spaces—including lobbies, corridors, and stairwells—are described first, since
they are the connecting pieces of all of the building's rooms. Office spaces—which take up the
majority of 50 IJNP's floor plates—are noted next, including the numerous historic office and
conference room suites found in the building. Lastly, service spaces are briefly described.

Circulation Spaces:
Lobbies:
Main Lobby
The building's main entrance lobby is located at the south end of 50 UNP (see Figure 13). The
lobby is a symmetrical, double-height space with apses on its east and west ends. The south face
of the lobby has three arched double-height openings, each with a set of paired glazed aluminum
entrance doors framed by multilite aluminum windows, with gilded accents throughout. Three
corresponding rectangular double-height entrance openings capped by pediments are located on
the north face of the lobby.

The lobby floor consists of tan terrazzo squares with bronze-colored divider strips, with a rose-
colored marble border. A symmetrical double ramp with bronze-and-brass railings leads to the
central opening on the north face of the lobby, providing universal access to the main elevator
lobby and first-floor corridor. This ramp has a terrazzo floor with agray-veined rose-colored
marble border.. Gray-beige marble stairs can be found at the other two openings on the north
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face. The walls are tan-colored cast-stone with McMullen Grey Tennessee marble base trim (as
specified in the construction drawings) and cast aluminum register grilles at the base of the north
and south walls. A contemporary security desk and scanner are located in the center of the lobby,
in front of the double-ramp.

A cast-stone cornice separates the walls from the vaulted plaster medallion ceiling. The apses at
the east and. west ends of the lobby have half-domed plaster medallion ceilings. Three cylindrical
brass and clear-glass light fixtures, each with four lamps, hang on chains from the vaulted
ceiling.

Secondary Entrance Lobbies
Two of three monumental secondary entrance lobbies are located adjacent to the main stairwells
at the first floor, one each at the southeast and southwest corners of the building, while a third
secondary entrance lobby can be found at the north end of the building, on alcis with the main
entrance and elevator lobbies. These lobbies are accessible internally via arched double-height
entrances from the main corridor. Each lobby has an arched double-height entrance from the
exterior with paired glazed aluminum entrance doors and a multilite aluminum window
enframement with gilded accents, similar to the entrances found in the main entrance lobby.

The lobbies have beige-colored terrazzo floors with bronze-colored dividing strips, with pink
marble borders. Their walls are buff-colored cast-stone meant to resemble limestone, with
McMullen Grey Tennessee marble base trim, cast aluminum register grilles, and abuff-colored
cast-stone cornice.

The lobbies have flat plaster ceilings with molding at their perimeter, with a transition to arched
buff-colored cast-stone ceilings in the portions of the lobbies directly adjacent to the arched
entrance from the exterior. At each secondary entrance lobby, a single cylindrical brass and
translucent-glass lamp hangs from a chain anchored to a plaster medallion on the flat plaster
ceiling.

First-Floor Elevator Lobbies
The main elevator lobby on the first floor of 50 UNP is located on the south end of the building,
directly north of the main entrance lobby (see Figure 14). The south elevator lobby is accessed
via three tall rectangular entrance openings at the main entrance lobby, and also from the main
first-floor corridor. The secondary first-floor elevatar lobby is located across the building's
central courtyard from the main elevator lobby, at the north end of 50 iJNP. The first-floor
elevator lobbies are T-shaped, with arched cast-stone openings providing access to the main first-
floor corridor at the east and west ends of the T. The elevator lobbies also provide access to the
building's center courtyard through rectangular double-height entrances with paired glazed
bronze entrance doors framed by multilite bronze sidelights and transoms.

The lobbies have beige-colored terrazzo floors with bronze-colored dividing strips, with pink
marble borders. The south elevatar lobby has four sets of paneled polished-bronze elevator
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doors, two each at its east and west sides. The wall and ceiling materials of the north first-floor
elevator lobby are the same as those found in the south first-floor elevator lobby, although the
north lobby also has cast aluminum register grilles. The north lobby has two sets of historic
paneled bronze elevator doors on its east face, although there are not actually any elevators at the
north side of the building. The walls of the first-floor elevator lobbies are buff-colored cast-stone
meant to resemble limestone, with McMullen Grey Tennessee marble base trim and a buff-
colored cast-stone cornice. In each of the first-floor elevator lobbies, two historic bronze-and-
glass bulletin boards with integrated lighting are installed adjacent to the elevator doors, and a
bronze clock is located above the elevator doors. Each first-floor elevator lobby also has a
historic bronze letter box.

The elevator lobbies have flat, plaster-medallion ceilings with recessed downlights installed flush
with the ceiling. A cylindrical brass and translucent-glass lamp hangs from a chain in each of the
elevator lobbies, and matching brass and glass lamps can be found in the east and west ends of
the T in each lobby, which also have plaster-medallion ceilings.

Elevator Lobbies, 2nd to S h̀ Floors
The elevator lobbies from the second to fifth floors are similar to each other for the most part,
although there is no elevator lobby at the north side of the building on the fifth floor, as this wing
of the building is only four stories tall. The north elevator lobbies at the second to fourth floors
have never served as functioning elevator lobbies, as there were not enough funds during the
initial construction of 50 UNP to actually install elevators in this part of the building even though
it had been designed to have elevators serving the north half of the building. Today, the upper-
floor elevatar lobbies serve as casual meeting areas or are empty of furniture.

These lobbies are all rectangular, with arched openings providing access to the main corridor.
They have beige-colored terrazzo floors with bronze-colored dividing strips, with pink marble
borders. The walls are plaster with gray marble base trim andceiling molding. Four sets of
paneled elevator doors can be found in each of the south elevator lobbies, framed by marble trim
matching the base trim. Each north elevator lobby has two sets ofnon-operational paneled
elevator doors on its east face. Each lobby has two historic glass-and-bronze bulletin boards and
a bronze clock, and a mail chute is located in the main corridor directly adjacent to the lobbies at
each floor. The fourth-floor north elevator lobby is missing elements of its wall-mounted clock,
and has markings and holes on its terrazzo floor indicating a former partition installation.

At the second and fourth-floor elevator lobbies, paired four-over-four, double-hung wood
windows provide views of the center courtyard, while at the third floor, afull-height window
assembly leads to a balcony overlooking the center courtyard. The south fifth-floor lobby does
not have any windows, but a 36-lite skylight illuminates the space over the elevator doors. Cast
aluminum radiator covers/windowsills are located below the windows at the second and fourth
floors, while two cast aluminum register grilles flank the window assembly at the third floor and
a single cast aluminum register grille is located at the north face of the fifth-floor south elevator
lobby.
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The flat plaster ceilings are slightly textured, with non-historic recessed down lights installed
flush with the ceilings at all floors. In each lobby, a central light fixture is installed at the center
of a decorative plaster medallion. Two cylindrical brass and opaque-glass lamps hanging from
chains flank a skylight at the south-fifth floor elevator lobby.

North and South Basement Elevator Lobbies
The elevator lobbies in the basement of 50 iJNP are somewhat different than those found on the
upper floors of the building. These two lobbies are rectangular, with shallow-arched openings
providing access to the main corridor. The lobbies have burnt-orange hexagonal quarry-tile
floors with matching rectangular quarry the trim. -Their walls are plaster with simple wood
baseboards and molding. The paneled elevator doors at both lobbies have light-gray marble trim.
Neither basement lobby has windows. Both lobbies each have two historic bronze-and-glass
bulletin boards. The basement lobbies have textured plaster ceilings with a central decorative
plaster medallion similar to those found in the upper-floor elevator lobbies and light fixtures with
schoolhouse shades.

Service Elevator Vestibules, Basement to Sixth Floors
One service elevator near the southeast corner of building provides access to all floors of the
building. At each floor, a small vestibule leads from the main corridor to the service elevator.
The vestibule entrance consists of a doorless entrance with awire-glass transom at the basement,
while the sixth floor has no separation between the main corridor and the service elevator
vestibule.

Stairwells:
50 UNP has four main stairwells, one at each of its corners within the inner courtyard-facing ring
of the building. Two small spiral staircases can also be found connecting the fifth floor to the
attic. These stairwells largely retain their historic appearance, with few modifications over the
years.

Main Stairwells
The building has two main stairwells at the southeast and southwest corners facing the center
courtyard (see Figure 15). These stairwells start at the basement and terminate at the fifth floor.
The stairwells are accessed through the main corridor at each floor.

At the first through fifth floors, the entrance from each floor's corridor consists of afull-height
arched cast-stone opening with anon-historic glass and aluminum window wall separating the
stairwell from the corridar, with paired glazed aluminum doors and fixed transoms and
sidelights. The window wall assemblies have flat profiles with gold-colored accents, to reference
the historic lobby entrance window-and-door assemblies. At the first floor of the stairwells, an
open doorway with pink marble trim under each staircase leads to a set of narrower stairs to the
basement.
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The stair treads and risers at the two main stairwells are beige-colored terrazzo, and landings at
each floor and midway between the floors have square-tile terrazzo with bronze-colored dividing
strips, with pink marble borders. The stairs have cast brass balusters and brass-and-aluminum
handrails. The stairwells' walls are plaster with gray marble base trim. The sides and undersides
of the stairways are also plaster with simple molding patterns. Historic wall sconces with
decorative globes are installed in the stairwells at all floors. Paired four-over-four, double-hung
wood windows facing the courtyard at all floors of the stairwell align with the building's overall
fenestration patterns, and these windows at the first and third floors have four-lite transoms.

Secondary Stairwells
In addition to the two main stairwells, 50 iJNP has two secondary stairwells at its northeast and
northwest corners. These windowless stairwells start at the basement and run up to the sixth
floor.

At the first through fifth floors, marble-trimmed 10-lite paired bronze doors with wire glass
connect the stairwells to the main corridor. Gold lettering on the doors' glazing reads "Fire Exit"
and "Keep Closed". Each of these entrances has afour-lite bronze transom with wire glass
except for the fourth floor, which only has the double doors. At the basement and the sixth floor,
access doors are paired white-painted hollow metal with a single wire-glass lite and asingle-lite
wire-glass transom.

The stairs in the secondary stairwells have beige-colored terrazzo treads with painted steel risers,
separated by terrazzo landings with pink marble trim at each floor and the halfway points
between floors. These stairs have painted brass bannisters with brass-and-aluminum handrails.
The secondary stairwells have plaster walls with simple base trim. The sides and undersides of
the stairways are also plaster with simple molding patterns. Non-historic wall- and ceiling-
mounted rectangular fluorescent light fixtures are located at the landings, and illuminated "Exit"
signs are installed over the doors to the main corridors. At each of the two stairwells' landings at
the sixth floor, a solid metal door leads to an open-air access ladder to the roof. At the first floor,
the northeast stair has a permanent waist-high painted-aluminum barrier blocking access to the
stairs leading to the basement. In this same stairwell at the mezzanine between the fourth and
fifth floors, a door leads to a platform that extends over the inside of the barrel-arched ceiling of
the fourth-floor main corridor.

Ancillary Spiral Staircases between S h̀ and 6 h̀ Floors
Two small spiral staircases located near the southeast and southwest inner-ring corners of the
buildings connect the fifth and sixth floors only. These stairwells are each accessed via a paneled
stained-wood door with a single wire-glass lite and marble trim around the doorway at the fifth
floor. The stairwell entrances consist ofwhite-painted metal doors with large wire-glass lites and
single-lite wire glass transoms at the sixth floor. The stairwells are windowless, with cream-
colored plaster walls with burnt-orange quarry-tile baseboards matching the rectangular orange
quarry-tile floor. The spiral stairs are open-riser, gray-painted steel with simple steel-pipe
railings.
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Corridors:
The windowless corridors of 50 LJNP form continuous rings around each floor of the building,
with the exception of the fifth and sixth floor corridors, which form a U shape since there is no
north wing on these floors. Rooms are located on both sides of the corridors, forming an inner
ring facing the center courtyard and an outer ring facing the surrounding streets.

Main Corridors at First through Fifth Floors
The first-through-fifth floor corridors mostly have burnt-orange hexagonal quarry the floors with
pink marble borders (see Figure 16). The corridors' walls are plaster with light gray marble base
trim and a simple plaster band between the wall tops and the beginning of the barrel arches.
Historic doorways along the corridors lead to offices and other rooms, and are trimmed with the
same light gray marble as the wall base trim. Most of these openings have historic paneled
stained-wood doors with a single lite in the door and an operable single-lite transom.

The corridors at the first through fifth floors have barrel-arched, smooth plaster ceilings. At the
four corners of the corridor at the first floor, the northeast and northwest corners of the second
through fourth floors, and the southeast and southwest corners of the fifth floor, the ceilings are
groin vaulted, each with a single cylindrical brass and translucent-glass lamp hanging from a
chain at its center. Throughout all of the corridors at these floors, the historic chain-hung light
fixtures were kept and slightly modified by adding translucent film to the historic glass cylinders.

Basement Corridor
The basement corridor is slightly different from the first-through-fifth-floor corridors. The floor
has the same hexagonal quarry tiles as the upper-floor corridors, with matching rectangular
quarry the borders. Its walls are plaster with simple sheet-metal baseboards and ceiling trim.
Doorways leading off of the basement corridor have simple trim, with paneled hollow-metal
doors (some with single lites), sometimes with asingle-lite transom above the door. This
corridor's ceilings are shallow-arched plaster, with non-historic ceiling-mounted fluorescent
fixtures.

Sixth Floor Corridor
The sixth-floor corridor has concrete floors, with some portions cast and painted apinkish-red to
look like tile. The walls are plaster with simple rubber base trim. The doors leading off of the
corridor on this floor are similar to those found in the basement. The sixth-floor corridor ceilings
are flat plaster with ceiling-mounted fluorescent fixtures, and are lower than the other corridors'
ceilings.

Office Spaces:
Typical Office Spaces:
Offices at First Through Fifth Floors
Typical office spaces~onsisting of large, open-plan shared offices, some smaller individual
offices, and meeting rooms—make up the majority of 50 UNP's interior square footage (see
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Figure 17). The office spaces are accessed from the main corridors on all floors. All of the
typical office spaces were extensively remodeled as part of the 2013 work on the building,
although some historic features have been retained. These historic elements include the historic
doors to the corridor, wood baseboards, and metal radiators/radiator covers. All other elements
and finishes in the typical offices date from the 2013 renovation.

Metal Room Partitions
Within the typical office spaces, several full-height steel demountable partitions can be found,
some with doors and clear glass panels, most fully opaque and painted. These partitions date to
the building's initial construction, and were meant to allow for flexible office sizing.

Eight of the original steel demountable partitions have survived over the years, and are currently
installed in the building, with four installed on the third floor and four installed on the fourth
floor. These partitions consist of molded steel framing subdivided into squares, with metal or
glass infill panels.. All of the partitions are currently painted. Two of the fourth-floor partitions
have glazing in the top panels, and at least one of the surviving partitions has a door as well.

Special Offices and Conference Rooms:
50 iJNP was meant to have a select number of more decorated office spaces and conference
rooms from its initial design. Six of these rooms/suites survive today, and are described below.

Navy Board Room
The Navy Board Room is a rectangular room on the second floor of 50 iJNP, at the inner ring of
the building in the east wing (see Figure 18).

This historic conference room has two-tone, light-and-dark-brown cork the floors in a square
checkerboard pattern, with adark-brown cork border. The room's plaster walls have stained oak-
paneled wainscoting, shallow pilasters, and elaborate ceiling molding.

Two doorways from the main corridor lead into the room, each with a paneled stained-wood
door with a single lite in the door and an operable single-lite transom. Within each window
opening in the room, there are paired four-over-four, double-hung wood windows with
aluminum blinds. Aluminum gridded radiator grilles are set into the paneled wood wainscoting at
the three window openings, and there are profiled wood enframements around these openings.
The Navy Board Room has a flat plaster ceiling with flush-mounted vents and three rectangular
contemporary light fixtures hanging from the ceiling that each span the width of the room. The
north wall of this room was altered in the 2013 renovation by the removal of a door and an
alcove, but historic paneling was used to patch the new wall.

Santa Ana Director Meeting Room
The Santa .Ana Director Meeting room, on the second floor, is a rectangular room with a
narrower vestibule area by its window, located at the outer ring of the building in the south wing.
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The Santa. Ana Director Meeting Room has light- and dark-brown cork-tile floors in a square
checkerboard pattern with adark-brown cork border. The room has plaster walls with stained-
wood paneled wainscoting and wood/plaster ceiling molding.

The doorway from the main corridor leading into the room has a paneled stained-wood door with
a single lite and an operable single-lite transom. In addition to this entrance door, four solid
paneled-wood doors can be found within the room. An aluminum gridded radiator grille is set
into the paneled wood wainscoting at the window opening, below a set of paired four-over-four,
double-hung wood windows with aluminum blinds. The room's ceiling is flat plaster with flush-
mounted vents, two contemporary pendant light fixtures hanging from the ceiling, and flush-
mounted down lights.

Las Vegas Conference Room Suite
The third-floor Las Vegas Conference Room Suite, located at the southeast corner of the
building in the outer ring, consists of a main conference room, two side rooms, and several
closets.

The main conference room is rectangular, with rounded corners and a vestibule by the entrance
from the main corridor. The conference room has two-tone light and dark brown cork-tile floors
in a square checkerboard pattern with a dark brown cork border. The plaster walls have paneled
wood wainscoting and wood/plaster ceiling molding.

The doorway from the main corridor leading to the main conference room has a paneled stained-
wood door with a single lite and an operable single-lite transom. Four solid paneled-wood doors
are located within the main conference room beyond the main entrance door: two doors at the
southeast and southwest corners of the room lead to the suite's side rooms, and two flanking the
entrance vestibule lead to small closets. A set of paired full-height, double-hung wood windows
are located at the southeast face of the room, leading to a balcony. A historic aluminum gridded
radiator cover is located below the window, and aluminum vent panels on the room's walls may
be historic as well. The main conference room has a flat plaster ceiling, with three contemporary
pendant light fixtures hanging from the ceiling as well as flush-mounted down lights.

Nimitz Suite
The Nimitz Suite is the largest and most elaborate of the special office spaces within the
building. This group of eight connected. rooms is located on the third floor at the southwest
corner of the building, in its outer ring. The Nimitz Suite consists of a Reception Room,. a
Vestibule, a Supply Room with a Restroom, a Waiting Room, a Storage Vault, a Conference
Room, and a circular Meeting Room. The suite can be accessed through three separate doors
from the main corridor, leading to the Reception Room, the Vestibule, or the Waiting Room.

Reception Room: The Reception Room is rectangular, with a vestibule by the entrance from the
main corridor. The room has an oak parquet floor in a herringbone pattern. The Reception
Room's plaster walls have stained-wood paneled wainscoting and wood/plaster ceiling molding.
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One set of paired full-height, double-hung windows leads to asouth-facing balcony. A historic
aluminum gridded radiator cover is installed below the window opening. The doorway from the
main corridor leading to the room has a paneled stained-wood door with a single lite and an
operable single-lite transom. There are four additional solid paneled-wood doors within the
room. Asix-point chain-hung brass chandelier hangs from the flat plaster ceiling, which also has
non-historic flush-mounted down lights. Additional lighting is provided by four two-point wall
torchieres mounted midway up the walls.

Vestibule: The Vestibule, to the west of the Reception Room, is roughly triangular in shape. This
room can also be accessed from the main corridor, through a doorway with a paneled stained-
wood door with a single lite and an operable single-lite transom. A curved entry path leads from
the corridor entrance into the main vestibule space. This room has the same floor, wall, and
ceiling finishes as the Reception Room, although the Vestibule does not have any windows.
Three solid paneled-wood doors can be found within the room, all with single-light transoms. A
four-point chain-hung brass chandelier provides lighting for the room.

Supply Room and Restroom: The Supply Room and Restroom are a rectangular grouping of
small spaces. They are accessed via asolid-paneled wood door from the Vestibule, which leads
into the Supply Room.

The Supply Room has oak parquet floors in a herringbone pattern. It has plaster walls. with
painted-wood paneled wainscoting reaching to the height of the doorways and simple
wood/plaster ceiling molding. A set of paired full-height double-hung windows with aluminum
blinds are located at the south end of the room, with a historic aluminum gridded radiator cover
below. The room has four cedar closets, two each on the east and west ends of the room, with
painted-wood paneled doors integrated into the surrounding wainscoting. The vestibule between
the two west closets has a lectern/podium and is lit by atop-mounted dome fixture, with a mirror
on the west face of the vestibule. Several wall vents located toward the top of the walls appear to
be historic. The Supply Room's flat plaster ceiling has afour-point chain-hung brass chandelier
hanging from its center.

The vestibule between the two east closets leads to the Restroom, which has a shower stall, a
lavatory, and a sink, with gray-and-white checkered floor tiles and pale yellow wall tiles. A
ceiling-mounted translucent-glass fixture is located in the shower stall, and a brass chain-hung
glass pendant lamp hangs in the main restroom area.

Waiting Room: The windowless Waiting Room is a roughly rectangular room, with a small
vestibule at its northwest corner. This room can be accessed from the main corridor, through a
doorway with a paneled stained-wood door with a single lite and an operable single-lite transom.

Storage Vault: The Storage Vault is an L-shaped vault, accessible from the Waiting Room. The
Storage Vault has solid painted-steel panel paired doors with the seal of the United States on
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them. The original combination locks on the doors have been disabled. The Storage Vault has
concrete floors and plaster walls.

Conference Room: The Conference Room is rectangular, with a vestibule leading to the Meeting
Room. It is accessed from the Waiting Room. This room has oak parquet floors in a herringbone
pattern and plaster walls with stained-wood paneled wainscoting and wood/plaster ceiling
molding. A set of paired full-height double-hung windows with aluminum blinds are located at
the west end of the room, with a historic aluminum gridded radiator cover below. The
Conference Room's flat plaster ceiling has asix-point chain-hung brass chandelier hanging from
its center as well as non-historic flush-mounted down lights.

Meeting Room: The circular Meeting Room is the heart of the Nimitz Suite. It is accessed
through two solid paneled-wood doors that follow the curve of the walls on opposite sides of the
room. The Meeting Room has oak parquet floors in a herringbone pattern with an eight-point star
pattern in the center of the room. The room has painted canvas walls with stained-wood paneled
wainscoting and vertical molding strips rising to the ceiling and woodlplaster ceiling molding.
There are several gridded aluminum vents along the walls that may be historic. A carved green
marble fireplace is located at the northeast end of the room, with a patterned metal surround. The
flat plaster ceiling has an eight-point chain-hung brass chandelier hanging from an elaborate
plaster medallion at its center, as well as non-historic flush-mounted down lights. There are also
four two-point wall tarchieres mounted midway up the walls. One set of paired full-height,
double-hung windows leads to asouthwest-facing balcony. A historic aluminum gridded radiator
cover is installed below the window opening.

Yuma Suite
Located an the fourth floor at the southwest corner of building in the outer ring, the Yuma Suite
consists of two main rooms, each with several closets, and a connecting vestibule. The suite is
accessed through either of two doors from the main corridor, one leading to each of the main
rooms.

The Yuma Suite's main rooms are rectangular, one with original two-tone light and dark brown
cork-tile floors in a square checkerboard pattern and the other with low-pile carpet. Their plaster
walls have painted-wood paneled wainscoting and wood/plaster ceiling molding. The rooms
have either aluminum gridded radiator grilles below their window openings or painted cast-iron
radiators. The windows are paired four-over-four double-hung units with aluminum blinds.
Doors in both of the main rooms are generally solid paneled-wood doors. The Yuma Suite's
main rooms have flat plaster ceilings, with contemporary light fixtures hanging from the ceiling.

The Yuma Suite's vestibule room between the two main rooms has finishes similar to the main
rooms, but no wood wainscoting. The vestibule provides access to a lavatory with ceramic the
walls, a historic ceramic the floor, and aceiling-mounted light fixture that may be historic.
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Fifth-Floor Conference Room
A historic conference room on the fifth floor is a roughly rectangular room with a small vestibule
area by the door to the main corridor, at the outer ring of building at the southeast corner.

This conference room has two-tone light and dark brown cork-tile floors in a square
checkerboard pattern with a dark brown cork border. The room has plaster walls with painted-
wood paneled wainscoting and wood/plaster ceiling molding. Aluminum vent panels on the
upper part of the southwest wall may be historic. There are two sets of paired four-over-four,
double-hung wood windows with aluminum blinds. The western window is set at an angle to
follow the contours of the building's exterior. One aluminum gridded radiator grille is set into
the paneled wood wainscoting at the western window.

The doorway from the main corridor leading to the Fifth-Floor Conference Room has a paneled
stained-wood door with a single lite in the door and an operable single-lite transom. There are
four additional solid paneled-wood doors within the room. The conference room has a flat plaster
ceiling, with four pendant contemporary light fixtures hanging from the ceiling as well as flush-
mounted down lights.

Service Spaces:
50 UNP's service spaces include file rooms, break rooms, a cafe, restrooms, and mechanical
rooms. These rooms can be found on all levels of the building, and typically do not have
remaining historic fabric beyond their entrance doors.

8. Statement of Significance

Applicable National Register Criteria

A. Property is associated with events that have made a significant contribution to the
broad patterns of our history.

B. Property is associated with the lives of persons significant in our past.

C. Property embodies the distinctive characteristics of a type, period, or method of
construction or represents the work of a master, or possesses high artistic values,
or represents a significant and distinguishable entity whose components lack
individual distinction.

D. Property has yielded, or is likely to yield, information important in prehistory or
history.
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Criteria Considerations

A. Owned by a religious institution or used for religious purposes

B. Removed from its original location

C. A birthplace ar grave

D. A cemetery

❑ E. A reconstructed building, object, or structure

F. A commemorative property

G. Less than 50 years old or achieving significance within the past 50 years

Areas of Significance
4 rrl~itP~fi~rP

Politics/Government

Period of Significance

1936

Significant Dates
1936

Significant Person
N/A

Cultural Affiliation
N/A

ArchitectBuilder
Brown Jr., Arthur
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In 1978, 50 UNP was added to the National Register as a contributor to the San Francisco Civic Center
District. In 1987, this National Register District was elevated to the level of a National Historic
Landmark (NHL) District. The San Francisco Civic Center NHL District was found to be "one of the
finest and most complete manifestations of the ̀ City Beautiful' movement in the United States" and also
an embodiment of San Francisco's "phoenix-like resurgence after the disastrous 1906 earthquake and
fires." While 50 UNP is already listed on the National Register as a contributor to the San Francisco
Civic Center, the building—which is the only federal building in the Civic Center district—is
additionally significant at the individual level for reasons beyond its significance within the district.

50 iJNP is significant at the statewide level as a notable example of a federal government building
constructed under the 1926 Public Buildings Act, which allowed for the construction of more than a
thousand federal buildings throughout the United States. The building is also significant at the statewide
level as an outstanding example of Beaux Arts architecture, and as one of the significant buildings
designed by master architect Arthur Brown, Jr. As a result, the building is significant under Criterion A
(properties that are associated with events that have made a significant contribution to the broad patterns
of history) and Criterion C (properties that embody a distinctive characteristic of a type, period, or
method of construction, or that represent the work of a master). 50 LTNP is significant in the areas of
Architecture and Politics/Government for the period of the year its construction was completed, 1936.

The building has been the site of events that occurred within the past 50 years that may be considered as
additional justification for its individual significance with the passage of time. These events—the
Section 504 Sit-In (1977) and the ARC/AIDS Vigil (1985-1995~are briefly discussed in the Narrative
Statement of Significance of this nomination for future consideration of the building's significance, but
are not currently considered as contributing events to the building's significance due to their relatively
recent occurrence.

Narrative Statement of Significance

50 UNP Construction Chronology
Federal Building Planning and Design, 1928-1933
The final San Francisco Civic Center plan was adopted by the city in 1912. Soon after, the present site
of 50 UNP was determined to be suitable for the construction of another related building for the
complex, the use for which was yet to be determined. More than a decade later, in 1928, the U.S. House
and Senate appropriated $3,250,000 specifically to build a federal building in San Francisco, as an
extension of the Public Buildings Act that had initially been passed in 1926.2 The city subsequently
donated the block bounded by Fulton, Leavenworth, McAllister, and Hyde Streets to the federal
government for this building (see Figure 20).

Z "Post Office Building," Architect and Engineer 92, no. 3 (March 1928): 114.
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By 1930, architect Arthur Brown, Jr. was commissioned to design a four story with basement, "Class A"
federal building, then estimated at a construction cost of $2,800,000.3 A title was issued and site soils
were tested the following year.4 In 1932, the federal government approved preliminary designs, with
structural designs prepared by C. H. Snyder and mechanical plans prepared by Leland. and Haley.5 The
site was surveyed the same year, and construction estimates rose to $3,050,000.6

An unrealized plan for an enclosed arcade leading from Market Street between the Federal Building and
the surrounding Civic Center buildings was to create a monumental approach to City Hall. A November
1932 issue of Architect and Engineer hailed the short-arcaded avenue and plaza, comparing them to the
Place de la Concorde and the Madeleine Church along the Rue de Rivoli in Paris. The federal
government approved final plans for the Federal Building in December of 1932, and a first round of bids
took place.$ However, with the incoming Roosevelt administration, construction plans were put on hold
during the height of the Great Depression. Building plans were revised to cut construction costs, which
included removing the building's fifth floor and attic along McAllister Street and substituting glazed,
tooled terra cotta for granite at the interior courtyard and along most of the McAllister Street facade.9 It
is likely that the enclosed arcades were also removed from Civic Center plans at this time.

Construction, 1933-1936
In 1933, a second round of bids was solicited, with the successful contractor bidding the project at
$2,513,000. Site excavation with mechanized steam shovels began shortly after (see Figure 21). Further
site excavation, foundation formwork,. steel-frame erection, roof framing, and exterior stonework
cladding took place in 1934 (see Figure 22). By 1935, the exterior upper floor columns, entrance lobby,
and lower floor interiors were complete (see Figures 23 and 24). Once complete, the D-shaped. building
included a finished basement and a 24,000-square-foot interior courtyard (see Figure 25). Designed in
the Beaux-Arts style, the building features period-defining elements, including distinct horizontal
divisions, a rusticated base, and classical ornamentation with columns on the exterior elevations' upper
floors. Federal agencies began to occupy the building in May of 1936, with a formal building dedication
shortly after (see Figure 26).10

Alterations, 1940s-1950s
When the building served as the 12th Naval District Headquarters during World War II, the courtyard
was filled with temporary wood structures, and 21 original skylights were removed from the flat portion
of the main roof. In 1950, quarry tiles on the flat portion of the sloped roof were replaced with built-up
asphalt roofing (see Figure 26). In 1951, new combination gas and oil burners were installed.l l

3 "To Design Government Building," Architect and Engineer 101, no. 4 (April 1930): 104; see also "San Francisco Federal Building,"
Architect and Engineer 102 (August 1930): 99.
4 "Pacific Coast Federal Building," Architect and Engineer 103 (October 1930): 1 t 5; see also "San Francisco Federal Building," Architect
and Engineer 107 (November 1931): 78.
5 "Federal Office Building," Architect and Engineer 108 (March 1932): 61.
~ "Back from Washington," Architect and Engineer 109 (May 1932): 78.
~ B. J. S. Cahill, "The San Francisco War Memorial Group," Architect and Engineer 111, no. 2 (November 1932): 65.
R "Federal Office Building," Architect and Engineer 111 (December 1932): 65.
9 "San Francisco Federal Building," Architect and Engineer 113 (May 1933): 51.
~o Mendel Mesick Cohen Waite Architects, Historic Structure Report: United States Federal Office Building, 18.
~ ~ Ibid., 83
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Alterations, 1960s-1970s
The WWII-era wood structures were removed from the courtyard in the 1960s. By the 1970s,
surrounding concrete sidewalks along Leavenworth and Fulton streets were raised and re-paved with
herringbone brick. Curbs were removed and steps and large planting areas were installed. Ceiling-
mounted fluorescent fixtures with plastic diffusers were installed at the basement and attic corridors.
Between 1974 and 1979, additional sprinklers were installed on all floors in phases.

In 1975, United Nations Plaza was constructed just outside of the Federal Office Building to
commemorate the signing of the 1945 United Nations Charter in the nearby Veterans Building. The 2.5-
acre pedestrian space was created by closing Fulton and Hyde Streets during the time of the Market
Street Reconstruction Project. The project was completed in conjunction with the construction of the
region's underground Bay Area Rapid Transit (BART) system and the site's Civic Center Station.
Designed by Lawrence Halprin, along with architects Mario Ciampi and Associates and John Carl
Warnecke and Associates, the plaza was conceived as a dynamic, active public space that was to
physically and visually connect Market Street and the Civic Center.lZ

The Civic Center complex was listed as a historic district on the National Register of Historic Places in
1978. Also that year, the cast stone lobby walls were coated with an acrylic sealer, altering the original
color.

Alterations, 1980s-1990s
Many changes occurred to the building's primary public spaces in the 1980s. This included alterations to
the main and elevator lobbies. The passenger elevator cab interior finishes were replaced with
contemporary materials. Ramps were installed at the main first floor lobby to provide universal access to
the first-floor corridors as a result of the 1973 Rehabilitation Act.13 Carpeting was installed in office
spaces over original asphalt the flooring. In 1987, the building was designated as a National Historic
Landmark as part of the Civic Center.

Architectural firm Page &Turnbull created a Historic Building Preservation Plan for the building in
1992. After years of decline at United Nations Plaza, Halprin consulted with the city to refurbish the
plaza's fountain and surrounding landscaping. The plaza was rededicated to commemorate the SOtn

anniversary of the signing of the LTN Charter in 1995.14 Alterations to the adjacent plaza included a
brass-inscribed inscription of the words of the iJN Charter's preamble among white granite panels inlaid
within the plaza's walkway. Further, the plaza's light stands were inscribed with all 185 UN member
states. In 1997,, the Civic Center complex was designated as a San Francisco Landmark District.15

~Z "United Nations Plaza, San Francisco," Cultural Landscape Foundation website,
http://tclf.org/landscapes/united-nations-plaza.
t3 Mendel Mesick Cohen Waite Architects, Historic Structure Report: United States Federal Off:ce Building, 29; see also Deborah
Kendrick, "The Sit-in That Ended Segregation of the Disabled," City Beat, April 18, 2007.
14 Edward Epstein, "Work Begins on Memorial in U.N. Plaza," SF Gate website, http://www.sfgate.com/news/article/Work-Begins-on-
Memorial-in-U-N-Plaza-3039378.php.
15 "United Nations Plaza, San Francisco," Cultural Landscape Foundation website,
http://tcl£org/landscapes/united-nations-plaza.
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Alterations and Renovation, 2000s—Present
In 2007, the Federal Office Building was vacated upon the completion and opening of a new federal
building at 90 7`~ Street. Prompted by funding from the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act in
2009, a design contract was awarded to international architectural firm HKS to undertake an in-depth
building renovation, the first since the 50 UNP's construction in 1936.16

In 2010, thorough documentation of the building was completed as part of a Historic American Building
Survey report, prior to the start of construction work. Later that year, Hathaway Dinwiddie Construction
Company completed the demolition and environmental remediation portion of the renovation project.
The subsequent work included a complete seismic upgrade and new foundation; hazardous materials
abatement; roof replacement; high-performance, energy efficiency upgrades; accessibility upgrades;
installation of new mechanical, electrical, heating and plumbing systems; and interior renovations.l~

Landscape architecture firm Cliff Lowe Associates worked with artist Cliff Garten to design a new
outdoor courtyard to replace the existing, overgrown outdoor space. The courtyard was designed in
collaboration with the GSA's Art in Architecture Program and Regional Fine Arts Program.

50 LTNP reopened in late 2013 as the U.S. General Services Administration's Pacific Rim Regional
headquarters. About 500 GSA employees moved into the building, largely from the nearby federal
building at 450 Golden Gate Avenue. ~ 8

History of Building Occupants
50 iTNP has been owned continuously by the United States of America since its construction and is
currently administered by the U.S. General Services Administration.19 According to the original plans
for the building, it was designed to house employees for a large number of federal agencies, including
the Civil Service Commission, the Federal Trade Commission, the Navy Department, and the Treasury
Department.20 During the Great Depression, in 1937, the Marine Corps organized a recruiting station at
50 UNP. During World War II, the Office of the Public Roads Administration's Federal Works Agency
occupied part of the building. By 1942, the Federal Office Building had become the headquarters for the
Twelfth Naval District Board of the U.S. Civil Service Examiners, which included a Navy recruiting
station and lasted until at least 1964. By 1978, the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services'
Food and Drug Administration, Office of Regulatory Affairs, Division of Field Science was occupying
the building. In 1992, the Department of Education Office for Civil Rights occupied the building. In
2007, employees working at the Federal Office Building moved to a newly constructed federal building
at 90 7th Street. By 2009, 50 UNP was vacant. After a renovation lasting from 2010 to 2013, the building
is now the U.S. General Services Administration's regional headquarters office for the Pacific Rim
Region.

~~ "San Francisco's 50 LTNP Renovation Unveiled at Official Dedication Ceremon HKS Architects website, November 6, 2013,y„

http://www.hksina com/insight/san-franciscos-50-united-nations-plaza-renovation-unveiled-at-official-dedication-ceremony/.
t~ Jessica Kwong. "Renovation complete at 50 UNP," The San Francisco Examiner, November 7, 2013.
'S Ibid.

19 National Park Service, Historic American Building Survey: San Francisco Federal Building (Department of the Interior, 2010), 3.
20 For a full list of the initial federal occupants, see National Park Service, Historic American Building Survey, 10.
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50 iJNP is a key contributing element of San Francisco's Civic Center, a National Historic Landmark
district. The following summary of the Civic Center area's history and significance has been excerpted
from the Civic Center National Historic Landmark (NHL) nomination form, prepared by architectural
historian James H. Charleton of the National Park Service in 1984:

The San Francisco Civic Center is a group of monumental buildings around a central open space
(Civic Center Plaza), and additional buildings that extend the principal axis to the east and west.
It includes all or part of 12 city blocks, six of which are combined into three double blocks that
accommodate larger features.

The San Francisco Civic Center, the scene of events of national and international importance,
including the founding of the United Nations and the drafting and signing of the post—World War
II peace treaties with Japan, outstandingly illustrates the era of turn-of-the-century municipal
reform movements in the United States and early public and city planning. By general consensus,
its architecture and plan are regarded as one of the finest and most complete manifestations of
the "City Beautiful" movement in the United States. Henry Hope Reed, awell-known scholar of
Classical architecture, has called it "the greatest architectural ensemble in America."

The Civic Center also embodies the city's phoenix-like resurgence after the disastrous 1906
earthquake and fires. The Civic Center remains the permanent manifestation of this
phenomenon; it shared its origins, however, with its Siamese twin, the Panama-Pacific
International Exposition of 1915. Exposition Auditorium, in the Civic Center, remains as the
only link between these two great projects and the only intact survivor of the Exposition, one of
the most notable of America's World's Fairs.

21

Federal Buildings in the Early 20th Century
50 UNP has been owned and occupied by the federal government of the United States since it was first
constructed. 50 UNP was built under the Public Buildings Act of 1926, one of the most influential and
wide-ranging government building campaigns in the history of the United, States. According to
architectural historian Lois Craig, "In terms of establishing the image of the United States government,
this program was the most important undertaken since the first few decades under the constitution."

z2

While many of the federal buildings constructed under the Public Buildings Act of 1926 were designed
by architects within the U.S. Treasury Department using standardized designs, 50 LTNP was among the
minority of buildings constructed under the act to be designed by aprivate-practice architect, Arthur
Brown, Jr. 50 UNP is significant as an exemplary example of the quality of federal buildings built under
this legislation..

'~ James H. Charleton, San Francisco Civic Center: National Historic Landmark Nomination Form (Washington DC: National Park
Service, 1984), 2-3.
ZZ Lois A. Craig., et al., The Federal Presence: Architecture, Politics, and Symbols in United States Government Building (Cambridge, MA:
MIT Press, 1978), 281.
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Before the early 20 h̀ century, the federal government had a more limited building program, often
acquiring existing buildings to house government offices.23 The first public buildings act to authorize the
construction of multiple federal buildings at once was passed in 1902. Before then, new legislation was
generally required to approve the construction of each individual federal building.24 Between 1899 and
1912, the number of federally owned buildings overseen by the Treasury Department increased from
399 to 1,126 buildings.

In 1913, a Public Buildings Act was passed that authorized the construction of additional federal
buildings, and Congress also established a Public Buildings Commission that sought to streamline and
standardize the design and construction of federal buildings.25 The construction of federal buildings
paused when the United States entered World War I in 1917. When the war ended, construction of
previously approved projects resumed, but no laws authorizing new federal buildings were passed until
1926.6

Thirteen years passed between the passage of the 1913 Public Buildings Act and the following
legislation to provide funding for federal buildings: the 1926 Public Buildings Act, also known as the
Keyes-Elliot Act. The Keyes-Elliot Act was more expansive than the previous public buildings acts,
allotting $50,000,000 for federal buildings in Washington D.C. and $100,000,000 for the construction of
federal buildings throughout the rest of the country.27 This act also once again permitted private
architects to have limited involvement in the design of new federal buildings for the first time since the
Tarnsey Act was repealed in 1912.

In addition to allowing for the construction of hundreds of buildings throughout the United States, the
Keyes-Elliot Act also led to the creation of the Federal Triangle complex in Washington D.C., a 74-acre
grouping of monumental buildings that the AIA's Committee on Public Works considered to be "one of
the greatest building projects ever undertaken."28 The Treasury Department hired a Board of
Architectural Consultants for the Federal Triangle, which included Arthur Brown, Jr., the architect of 50
LJNP. Between 1927 and 1934, Brown designed and oversaw the construction of the Department of
Labor Building and the Interstate Commerce Commission Building, as well as a connecting wing
between the two buildings, for the Federal Triangle.29 As such, Brown was already employed by the
Treasury Department when he was commissioned to also design the Federal Office Building in San
Francisco in 1930.

The Stock Market Crash of 1929 and subsequent Great Depression at first delayed the implementation
of the 1926 Public Buildings Act, but also led to the expansion of the program.30 As architectural
historian Antoinette J. Lee explains, "By early 1930, the effects of the stock market crash and the onset
of the Great Depression made their mark on the building industry. The ambitious building program,

z3 Richard Starzak, Daniel Paul, and Elizabeth W eaver, National Register Nomination for U.S. Border Inspection Stations (Washington
D.C.: U.S. Department of the Interior, 2011), 11-12.
Z4 United States Post Office, History of Post Off ce Construction 1900-1940 (Washington DC: United States Postal Service, 1982), 3-4.
Z$ United States Post Office, History of Post Off ce Construction 1900-1940, 7.
26 [bid., 12.
Z~ Ibid.; see also Antoinette J. Lee, Architects to the Nation: The Rise and Decline of the Supervising Architec•t's Office (New York: Oxford
University Press, 2000), 241.
Zg Lee, Architects to the Nation, 241-45.
Z9 Ibid., 243-244; see also Jeffrey T. Tilman, Arthur Brown Jr.: Progressive Classicist (New York: W. W. Norton &Company, 2006), 243.
30 United States Post Office, History of Post Office Construction 1900-1940, 14-15.
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justified at the time of its passage on the grounds of efficiency and increased savings to the government,
was now viewed as a means of promoting employment. The Treasury Department program was one of
the ways in which the federal government fostered construction work."31 In 1930, the act was amended
to provide increased funding, and also gave private architects additional power to provide complete
architectural services for select federal buildings, including the San Francisco Federal Building.32 An
additional expansion of the 1926 Public Buildings Act in 1931 increased the total allotment of
government spending for federal buildings to more than $700,000,000, which went toward
approximately 1,300 new buildings.33 1,085 cities and towns across the United States that had not
previously housed a federal building had one built as part of this Public Buildings Act.

Architect Arthur Brown, Jr.
50 UNP was designed by architect Arthur Brown, Jr., who also designed the San Francisco City Hall
and two other buildings in the San Francisco Civic Center Complex. Brown is a nationally significant
architect who was based in the San Francisco Bay area. 50 iJNP was his final designed building for the
San Francisco Civic Center, and was completed right after he designed the Department of Labor
Building and the Interstate Commerce Commission Building in Washington D.C.'s Federal Triangle
complex. As such, Brown's design for 50 UNP represents a culmination of the design refinements he
achieved in his earlier civic buildings. Mendel Mesick Cohen Waite Architects described Brown's work
and significance in relation to 50 UNP below:

For the architect, Arthur Brown, Jr. (1874-1957), the Federal Office Building was the last of
four prominent structures he designed in the Civic Center complex. In 1912, together with John
Bakewell, Jr., he had achieved prominence in winning the architectural competition for San
Francisco City Hall. Next at the Civic Center, he was engaged from 1925 to 1932 in the design
and construction of the Opera House in collaboration with Albert Lansburgh and Veterans
Building. Finally in 1930 Brown received the architectural commission for the Federal Building,
which was finally completed in 1936. Involvement with these Civic Center buildings spanned
over the better part of Brown's professional practice.

[Brown] studied civil engineering at Berkeley; and, after graduation in 1896, attended the Ecole
des Beaux Arts in Paris from 1897 to 1903.... By 1905 he had established an architectural
practice in San Francisco in partnership with a fellow graduate of the Ecole des Beaux Arts, John
Bakewell, Jr. (1872-1963). One of their first civic commissions was the Berkeley City Hall,
completed in 1909. After their success with the San Francisco City Hall, the partners won
another competition for the Pasadena City Hall (completed 1927). Among their many successful
projects were the great glass-domed Palace of Horticulture for the 1915 Panama-Pacific
International Exposition, the Santa Fe Passenger Depot (1915) in San Diego, the Pacific Gas and
Electric Building (completed 1925) at 245 Market Street, and Temple Emanuel (completed
1926) at Arguello and Lake Boulevards and numerous residential commissions in the San
Francisco area.

31 Lee, Architects to the Nation, 248.
33 Cecil D. Elliott, The American Architecf.from the Colonial Era to the Present (Jefferson, NC: McFarland &Company, Inc., 2003), 149.
33 Craig, et al., The Federal Presence, 281.
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Late in the 1920s, the Bakewell and Brown partnership gradually broke up.... Thereafter
Brown's practice apparently continued undiminished. In 1927 he was appointed a member of the
United. States Board of Architectural Consultants, which was responsible for the planning of the
Federal Triangle of government office buildings in Washington, D.C. This led ultimately to his
designing buildings in the Federal Triangle for the Deparhnent of Labor, Interstate Commerce
Commission and the Interdeparhnent Auditorium. In Brown's design, these office buildings,
completed in 1935, were bound together as a single great structure fronting on Constitution
Avenue stretching from 12th Street to 14th Street.. .

When Arthur Brown undertook the design of the Federal Office Building in the Civic Center, the
Opera House and Veterans Building just west of City Hall, as well as his federal buildings in
Washington, were under construction. Therefore, it is not surprising that the architectural
refinement and precision of the Federal Office Building can be attributed to the fact that it was
the ultimate in the evolution of these several similar projects.

In the remaining years before World War II, Brown continued to produce a series of monumental
buildings, though the influence of contemporary architectural advances seems to have softened
his previous reliance on traditional styles. Such memorable landmarks as the Hoover Institution
with its tower at Stanford University (1941), Coit Tower on Telegraph Hill (1934), and the
Tower of the Sun at the Golden Gate International Exposition on Treasure Island (1939) bear
witness to Arthur Brown's contemporary spirit.3a

Beaux Arts Architecture
In addition to 50 UNP's architectural significance as a distinguished work by master architect Arthur
Brown, Jr., the building is also significant as an outstanding later example of Beaux Arts architecture.
This style, which was popular roughly between 1885 and 1930, is summarized as follows:

The Beams Arts style, named for the premier French school of architecture, the Ecole des Beaux-
Arts, was introduced to the United States by American architects like Richard Morris Hunt who
attended the prestigious school in the late nineteenth-century. Hunt designed the Newport, RI
mansion of Cornelius Vanderbilt, "The Breakers," in this style in 1892.... The popularity of this
style was advanced by the World's Columbian Exposition in Chicago in 1893. With its grandiose
treatment of classic architectural forms, the Beaux Arts style was seen as an ideal expression of
both corporate wealth and civic pride. Buildings of this .style are both formal and monumental
with abundant and opulent decorative details. The Beaux Arts style is especially suited for public
buildings designed to deliver a strong symbolic message, such as libraries, museums, court
houses, train stations, and government offices. Privately owned Beaux Arts style mansions
delivered a message as well, one of personal wealth.

The Beaux Arts style uses formal symmetry, Italian Renaissance form, and classical Greek and
Roman decorative elements like columns, pediments and balustrades to create a grand and
imposing architectural statement. Exterior decorative details may include quoins, balconies,
terraces, porches, and porticoes as well as ornamental windows and grand entrances. This style

34 Mendel Mesick Cohen Waite Architects, Historic Structure Report: United States Federal Office Building (1982), 3-5.
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also featured lavish interiors including pilasters, arched openings, elaborate chandeliers, coffered
ceilings, or marble fireplaces.3s

Constructed in 1936, 50 UNP is a late example of the Beaux Arts style. The building's many Beaux Arts
features have been well preserved, and its design represents a culmination of Arthur Brown's earlier
Beams Arts—style buildings designed for the San Francisco Civic Center.

50 UNP as Site of Civil Rights Protests
As a federal office building, 50 UNP has been the site of several historically significant protests
connected to civil rights within the past 40 years. These protests were local demonstrations for national
issues—disability rights and the AIDS epidemic—that were conducted by activists at 50 iJNP to convey
a message to the regional offices of federal departments housed in the building. While these events have
not happened far enough in the past to be considered as further justification for 50 UNP's historic
significance, they are briefly noted here for future consideration.

Section 504 Sit-In
The Section 504 Sit-In held at 50 UNP was the longest take-over of a federal building in the history of
the United States, and went on to have national significance for its connection to disability rights.36 The
protest, which lasted for almost a month in April of 1977, had its roots in the signing of Section 504 of
the Rehabilitation Act into law in 1973. This law stated that no program receiving federal funds could
discriminate. against people with disabilities.37 Although the law was signed, it was not put into effect
because its regulations were developed but never implemented.

When Jimmy Carter became president in January of 1977, pressure mounted from members of the
disabilities rights community for the regulations for the Section 5041aw to finally be signed by HEW
Secretary Joseph Califano. On Apri15, 1977, activists held demonstrations and sit-ins at federal
buildings housing HEW offices in ten cities around the United States, demanding that President Jimmy
Carter's administration sign the Section 504 regulations as prepared.38 Of these demonstrations, the San
Francisco sit-in at 50 iJNP was by far the longest, with more than 100 activists occupying the building
for nearly a month.39 On April 19, 1977, a delegation of 18 protesters and 7 attendants from the sit-in
traveled to Washington D.C. to put additional pressure on HEW Secretary Joseph Califano to sign the
Section 504 regulations.40 On Apri127, most of the delegates returned to San Francisco. The day after
the Washington D.C. delegation returned to California, Secretary Califano finally signed the Section 504
regulations. On Apri130, the sit-in participants triumphantly left 50 UNP.

3s Pennsylvania Historical &Museum Commission, "Beaux Arts Style," PHMC Pennsylvania Architectural Field Guide, PHMC website,

http:1/www.phmc.state.pa.us/portal/communities!architecture/styles/beaux-arts.html.
36 Paul K. Longmore Institute on Disability, "Patient No More: At Home in the Federal Building," San Francisco State University website,

http://longmoreinstitute. sfsu.edu/patient-no-morelhome-federal-building.
37Andrew Grim, "Sitting-in for Disability Rights: The Section 504 Protests of the 1970s," July 8, 2015, Smithsonian Institution website,

http://americanhistory.si.edu/blog/sitting-disability-rights-section-504-protests-1970s.

38 Fred Pelka, ABC-CLIO Companion to the Disability Rights Movement (Santa Barbara: CLIO, 1997), UC Berkeley website,

http://Bancroft.berkeley.edu/collections/drilm/resources/timeline.hhnl.
39 Paul K. Longmore Institute on Disability, "Patient No More: Introduction."
ao Ibid.
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Through their determination and skill at bringing public attention to the need for additional civil rights
for people with disabilities, the sit-in participants started a process of legislation that would improve the
lives of many people in the United States.

ARC/AIDS Vigil and the Inspiration for the NAMES Project AIDS Memorial Quilt
In 1985, another significant protest—the ARGAIDS Vigil—began in front of 50 UNP to bring
awareness of and encourage government action against the AIDS epidemic. The ARC/AIDS Vigil lasted
for a decade, and has been described as the first use of civil disobedience against the AIDS epidemic
anywhere in the world. Activists chained themselves to the doors of 50 UNP on October 27, 1985,
"demanding that the U.S. government increase funding for research, care, and social services."al

Protestors blocked 50 UNP's doors for weeks, then started a 24-hour-a-day encampment on the lawn
front of 50 UNP that "gave visibility to people with AIDS, provided special outreach to the many
homeless in the area, and held the fact of the disease before the eyes of daily passersby."42 In 1995., a
storm damaged the encampment and brought the vigil to an end.

Soon after the ARC/AIDS Vigil begam in front of 50 UNP, another nationally significant AIDS-related
project had its beginnings at the building: the NAMES Project AIDS Memorial Quilt, conceived by gay
rights activist Cleve Jones in November 1985. According to historians Donna Graves and Shayne
Watson, "While planning the annual memorial march honoring Harvey Milk and George Moscone,
Jones learned that over 1,000 San Franciscans had been lost to AIDS. He asked each of his fellow
marchers to write the names of friends and loved ones who had died of AIDS on placards. At the end of
the march, Jones and others taped the placards to the walls of 50 United Nations Plaza, where the
regional office of the Department of Health and Human Services was located. The collection of names
looked like a patchwork quilt to Jones, inspiring him to team with Mike Smith and several others in
1987 to formally organize the NAMES Project Foundation, which envisioned creating a massive
memorial quilt as a political organizing tool and. an expression of worldwide grief."43

The Section 504 Sit-In and the ARC/AIDS Vigil, while relatively more recent events in the history of 50
iJNP, give the building additional cultural significance as a site where citizens called on the United
States government to address the rights of marginalized groups.

50 UNP Significance Evaluation
50 UNP is significant at the national level under Criterion A as a notable example of a federal
government building constructed under the 1926 Public Buildings Act, which allowed for the
construction of more than a thousand federal buildings throughout the United States. The building is also
nationally significant under Criterion C as an outstanding example of Beaux Arts architecture, and as
one of the significant buildings designed by master architect Arthur Brown, Jr. 50 iJNP is significant in
the areas of Architecture and Politics/Government for the period of 1936, the year of the building's
completion.

41 Donna J. Graves and Shayne E. Watson, Citywide Historic Context Statement for LGBTQ History in San Francisco (San Francisco: City
and County of San Francisco, 2015), 303.
4Z Ibid.
43 Ibid., 312-314.
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Significance Under Criterion A
50 UNP has been previously determined to be significant under Criterion A as a contributor to the San
Francisco Civic Center NHL District, due to the district's importance to San Francisco's regrowth after
the Great Earthquake and Fire in 1906.

In addition, the building is individually significant under Criterion A for its strong association with the
Public Buildings Act of 1926. This legislation, which allotted more than $700,000,000 toward the
construction of more than a thousand federal buildings throughout the United States, was crucial in
establishing a public image of the federal government for the country's citizens. Many of the buildings
constructed under the Public Buildings Act were built in towns and cities that had no federal buildings
before the legislation. While many of these federal buildings were designed by architects within the U.S.
Treasury Department under standardized designs, 50 UNP was among the minority of buildings
constructed under the Public Buildings Act to be designed by aprivate-practice architect, Arthur Brown,
Jr. The 1926 Public Buildings Act was one of the most influential and wide-ranging government
building campaigns in the history of the United States, and 50 LTNP is significant as an exemplary
example of the quality of federal buildings built under this legislation.

Significance Under Criterion C
50 UNP and the other elements of the San Francisco Civic Center NHL District have previously been
determined to be collectively significant under Criterion C as a notable manifestation of the City
Beautiful movement in the United States.

50 iJNP can also be considered to be individually significant under Criterion C as a notable example of
the work of master architect Arthur Brown, Jr. (1874-1957). In addition to 50 UNP, Brown's nationally
recognized buildings include the San Francisco City Hall (1912-1916), the Filoli estate in Woodside,
California (1917), the Department of Labor Building and the Interstate Commerce Commission Building
in Washington D.C.'s Federal Triangle complex (1927-1934), and Coit Tower in San Francisco (1933).
50 LJNP was the last of four buildings that Brown designed for the San Francisco Civic Center, joining
the City Hall, the War Memorial Opera House, and the Veterans Building. Constructed more than 20
years after Brown began work on San Francisco City Hall, 50 iJNP marks the end of the architect's
decades-long involvement with the Civic Center. The building stands along with other prominent public
buildings designed by Arthur Brown, Jr., as a strong example of the master architects Beaux Arts—style
designs.

In addition, the building is individually significant under Criterion C as an outstanding example of the
Beaux Arts style. 50 iJNP's grand and imposing scale, tripartite facade composition, classically inspired
interior and exterior decorative elements, and high quality of building materials and construction
exemplify the style.

Integrity
Today, 50 UNP retains a high level of integrity relative to its period of significance, when its
construction completed in 1936. The building has remained in its original location in San Francisco's
Civic Center. The building's original design, by architect Arthur Brown, Jr., has been retained almost
completely on both the exterior and interior, with minor changes such as a redesign of the interior
courtyard and modifications to interior office spaces referencing and respecting the master architect's
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original design. 50 UNP's setting remains largely unchanged as part of the San Francisco Civic Center
ensemble, although the introduction of United Nations Plaza in 1975 altered the building's setting
through the modification of portions of Fulton and Hyde Streets adjoining the building into a pedestrian
plaza. 50 UNP retains most of its original building materials on both the exterior and interior, and the
few material replacements that have taken place have respected and referenced the original building
materials. The building has integrity of workmanship, visible through the high quality of the varied
architectural elements that went into its construction. 50 UNP has integrity of feeling, as it clearly
expresses the early-20 x̀'-century ideals of the City Beautiful movement as part of the San Francisco City
Center.. Lastly, as a clear contributor to the San Francisco Civic Center NHL District that retains its
design by master architect Arthur Brown, Jr., 50 UNP has integrity of association.
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10. Geographical Data

Acreage of Property 2.16 acres

Latitude/Longitude Coordinates (decimal degrees)
Datum if other than WGS84: N/A

1. Latitude: 37.780430 Longitude: -122.414464

Verbal Boundary Description
The Federal Office Building is located at 50 United Nations Plaza in San Francisco, San
Francisco County, California. The boundary of this property includes the approximately
2.16-acre tax parcel upon which the building is located. This property encompasses a single
city block bounded by Hyde Street to the west, McAllister Street to the north, Leavenworth
Street to the east, and Fulton Street/United Nations Plaza to the south.

Boundary Justification
The National Register boundary for 50 UNP follows the tax parcel lines of the parcel and
includes the federal building that has occupied the lot since its construction was completed in
1936. The boundary encompasses all of the significant resources and features of the property.

11. Form Prepared By

name/title: Rebecca Salgado, Architectural Historian
organization: Garavaglia Architecture, Inc.
street &number: 582 Market Street, Suite 1800
city or town: San Francisco state: CA zip code: 94104
e-mail: rebecca(a~~ arava lig a.com
telephone: 415-391-9633
date: January 13, 2017
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12. Additional Documentation
Additional Documentation: Maps
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USGS 7.5-minute Quadrangle map of San Francisco North (1995), with site of 50 LTNP highlighted in yellow and

indicated with yellow arrow (UC Berkeley Earth Sciences &Map Library, modified by author)
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Figure 1. Overall view of 50 UN Plaza, center, within its Civic Center site, looking west (Blake Marvin—HKS,
Inc. )

Figure 2. Southeast comer of 50 UN Plaza, showing overall facade massing elements (Blake Marvin—HKS, Inc.)
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Figure 3. View of sloped sections of Main Roof at center and left and North Roof at right, looking west (Blake
Marvin—HKS, Inc.)

Figure 4. Partial view of south facade of 50 LTNP, San Francisco, California (Garavaglia Architecture, Inc.,
February 2015)
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Figure 5. View of main entrance at south facade of 50 UNP, San Francisco, California (Garavaglia Architecture,
Inc., February 2015)

Figure 6. View of reentrant southwest comer of 50 iJNP, San Francisco, California (Garavaglia Architecture, Inc.,
February 2015)
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Figure 7. View of west elevation of 50 UNP, San Francisco, California (Garavaglia Architecture, Inc., February
2015)
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Figure 8. Partial view of north elevation of 50 UNP, San Francisco, California (Garavaglia Architecture, Inc.,
February 2015)
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Figure 9. Partial view of east elevation of 50 UNP with sunken basement access area, San Francisco, California
(Garavaglia Architecture, Inc., February 2015)

Figure 10. View of 50 iJN Plaza's courtyard, looking east (Blake Marvin—HKS, Inc.)
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Figure 11. Partial view of courtyard of 50 UNP, San Francisco, California (Garavaglia Architecture, Inc., February
2015)
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Figure 12. View of courtyard entrance to south elevator lobby of 50 UNP, San Francisco, California (Garavaglia
Architecture, Inc., February 2015)
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Figure 13. Main entrance lobby, looking east (Blake Marvin—HKS, Inc.)

Figure 14. Partial view of main first-floor elevator lobby of 50 iJNP, San Francisco, California (Garavaglia

Architecture, Inc., December 2014)
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Figure 15. One of two main stairwells located in 50 iJN Plaza, in addition to two secondary stairwells (Blake
Marvin—HKS, Inc.)
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Figure 16. Typical historic interior corridor of 50 iJN Plaza, with 2013 office renovations at left and right (Blake
Marvin—HKS, Inc.)
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Figure l7. View of typical office space in 50 UN Plaza (Blake Marvin—HKS, Inc.)
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Figure 19. Overall view of the Meeting Room in the Nimitz Suite (Blake Marvin HKS, Inc.)
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Figure 2U. Planning of future 50 UNP site, June 1931 (San Francisco History Center, San Francisco Public Library)
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Figure 21. Site excavation nearing completion, July 1933 (San Francisco History Center, San Francisco Public
Library)
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Figure 22. View of framing nearing completion, October 1934 (San Francisco History Center, San Francisco Public
Library)
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Figure 23. Granite cladding takes place, January 1935 (San Francisco History Center, San Francisco Public Library)
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Figure 24. View from roof of fifth floor construction, 1935 (San Francisco History Center, San Francisco Public
Library)
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San Francisco, CA

Figure 25. Construction of 50 UNP nearing completion, view from Fulton Street, April 1936 (San Francisco History

Center, San Francisco Public Library)
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Figure 26. View of 50 UNP in 1938 (San Francisco History Center, San Francisco Public Library)
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Figure 27. View of 50 UNP in 1957 (San Francisco History Center, San Francisco Public Library)
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